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**LUKE COMMENTARY VERSE BY VERSE**

Bruce Hurt, MD
In depth verse by verse analysis with numerous word studies, cross references, and quotations from conservative resources.
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- Luke 1 Commentary
- Luke 2 Commentary
- **Luke 3 Commentary**
- Luke 4 Commentary
- Luke 5 Commentary
- **Luke 6 Commentary**
- **Luke 7 Commentary**
- **Luke 8 Commentary**
- **Luke 9 Commentary** - 227 pages
- Luke 10 Commentary - 175 pages
- Luke 12 Commentary - 224 pages
- Luke 13 Commentary - 170 pages
- Luke 14 Commentary - 150 pages
- Luke 15 Commentary - 116 pages
- Luke 16 Commentary - 229 pages
- Luke 17 Commentary - 124 pages
- Luke 18 Commentary - 219 pages
- Luke 19 Commentary - 190 pages
- Luke 20 Commentary - 180 pages
- Luke 21 Commentary - 196 pages
- Luke 22 Commentary - 250 pages
- Luke 23 Commentary - 160 pages
- Luke 24 Commentary - 180 pages

HENRY ALFORD
The New Testament for English Readers
Luke Commentary

This version has less Greek than the version below. (1810-1871)

Read Alford's fascinating brief biography and Phil Johnson's related comments

James Rosscup writes that Alford's series on the New Testament "contains much that is valuable in the Greek New Testament... though all of the Greek New Testament words have been changed to English throughout." (Commentaries for Biblical Expositors: An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Works)
Charles Haddon Spurgeon (see his comments in following entry on Alford).

**Editorial Note:** If you are not proficient in Greek, you will find this work considerably more useful than the following work by Alford, because in this volume he translates the Greek and Latin into English. While the "The Greek New Testament" is longer (e.g., English version of 1John = 66 pages compared to Greek version = 94 pages in part because the latter includes comments of more technical nature), the substance of the commentary is otherwise similar to that found in the "NT for English Readers".

- [Luke 1](#)
- [Luke 2](#)
- [Luke 3](#)
- [Luke 4](#)
- [Luke 5](#)
- [Luke 6](#)
- [Luke 7](#)
- [Luke 8](#)
- [Luke 9](#)
- [Luke 10](#)
- [Luke 11](#)
- [Luke 12](#)
- [Luke 13](#)
- [Luke 14](#)
- [Luke 15](#)
- [Luke 16](#)
- [Luke 17](#)
- [Luke 18](#)
- [Luke 19](#)
- [Luke 20](#)
- [Luke 21](#)
- [Luke 22](#)
- [Luke 23](#)
- [Luke 24](#)

---

**HENRY ALFORD**

The Greek New Testament

Luke Commentary

James Rosscup writes that “This was the great work in the life of the versatile Dean of Canterbury. An outcome of this production was the New Testament for English Readers (4 vols.). Alford was a Calvinist, conservative and premillennial, though not dispensational. He takes a literal interpretation of the thousand years in Rev. 20 and has a famous quote
there, is strong on sovereign election as in Ro 8:29, 30 and 1Pe 1:2, but, unfortunately, holds to baptismal regeneration in such texts as Titus 3:5 and John 3:5. He shows a great knowledge of the Greek text and faces problems of both a doctrinal and textual nature." (Commentaries for Biblical Expositors: An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Works)

**John Piper** writes ""When I’m stumped with a... grammatical or syntactical or logical [question] in Paul, I go to Henry Alford. Henry Alford... comes closer more consistently than any other human commentator to asking my kinds of questions."

**Charles Haddon Spurgeon** writes that this text "is an invaluable aid to the critical study of the text of the New Testament. You will find in it the ripened results of a matured scholarship, the harvesting of a judgment, generally highly impartial, always worthy of respect, which has gleaned from the most important fields of Biblical research, both modern and ancient, at home and abroad. You will not look here for any spirituality of thought or tenderness of feeling; you will find the learned Dean does not forget to do full justice to his own views, and is quite able to express himself vigorously against his opponents; but for what it professes to be, it is an exceedingly able and successful work. The later issues are by far the most desirable, as the author has considerably revised the work in the fourth edition. What I have said of his Greek Testament applies equally to Alford’s New Testament for English Readers,* which is also a standard work." (Spurgeon, C. H. Lectures to my Students, Vol. 4: Commenting and Commentaries; Lectures Addressed to the students of the Pastors’ College, Metropolitan Tabernacle)

- Introduction to Luke
- Luke 1 Commentary
- Luke 2 Commentary
- Luke 3 Commentary
- Luke 4 Commentary
- Luke 5 Commentary
- Luke 6 Commentary
- Luke 7 Commentary
- Luke 8 Commentary
- Luke 9 Commentary
- Luke 10 Commentary
- Luke 11 Commentary
- Luke 12 Commentary
- Luke 13 Commentary
- Luke 14 Commentary
- Luke 15 Commentary
- Luke 16 Commentary
- Luke 17 Commentary
- Luke 18 Commentary
- Luke 19 Commentary
- Luke 20 Commentary
- Luke 21 Commentary
WILLIAM BARCLAY
DAILY STUDY BIBLE
GOSPEL OF LUKE

D Edmond Hiebert - Prints the author's own translation. A series of popular studies whose strong point is word study. Contains good illustrative material. Part of the author's interpretation follows a liberal position. Barclay holds that Christ's descent into Hades gave those who there heard Him a second chance.

Cyril Barber - Barclay provides helpful word studies, good illustrations and colorful historical data. Liberal leanings are evident in several places.

Comment: I appreciate Barclay's unique insights on Greek words, but clearly his teaching about a "second chance" is NOT sound doctrine! Be an Acts 17:11 Berean with Barclay. See discussion of his orthodoxy especially the article "The Enigmatic William Barclay".

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- **Luke 1:1-4** Dedicated to Theophilus
- **Luke 1:5 -25** The Promise of Little John
- **Luke 1:26 -38** Mary’s Heavenly Visit
- **Luke 1:39 -56** Mary’s Magnificat
- **Luke 1:57 -80** A Horn & a Dayspring
- **Luke 2:1 -7** The Bethlehem Miracle
- **Luke 2:8 -20** The Christmas Gospel
- **Luke 2:21 -35** Child of Hope
- **Luke 2:36 -52** Left Behind
- **Luke 3** The Road That John Built
- **Luke 4:1 -13** Triple Assault
- **Luke 4:14 -44** Divine Deliverance
- **Luke 5:1 -11** Manfishing
- **Luke 5:12 -16** The Messiah’s Midas Touch
- **Luke 5:17 -26** Forgiven
- **Luke 5:27 -32** Is there a Doctor in the House?
- **Luke 5:33 -39** Why are Your Disciples having so much FUN?
- **Luke 6:1 -16** Sabbathtage & Team Eclectic
- **Luke 6:17 -36** Christian Living is not always Comfortable Living
- **Luke 6:37 -49** Modeling Jesus’ Life
- **Luke 7:1 -17** An Officer & a Gentleman
- **Luke 7:18 -35** 100 Proof
- **Luke 7:36 -50** 2 Sinners & 1 Savior
- **Luke 8:1 -18** Parable of the Soils
- **Luke 8:19 -39** Family, Faith, & Freedom
- **Luke 8:40 -56A** Finger of Faith
- **Luke 9:1-17** A Dozen Sent, a Multitude Fed
- **Luke 9:18-26** His Cross, my Cross
- **Luke 9:27-36** A Foretaste of Glory
- **Luke 9:37-62** Failure, Frustration, & moving Forward
- **Luke 10:1-24** Behold I Send You
- **Luke 10:25-42** Wrong Question
- **Luke 11:1-4** Coming Up For Air
- **Luke 11:5-13** Someone’s Knocking at the Door
- **Luke 11:14-32** Spirit of the living God fall afresh on me
- **Luke 11:33-54** A Lit Lamp
- **Luke 12:1-12** Do Not Fear
- **Luke 12:13-21** The True Meaning of Life
Luke:12:22-34 Reaping Ravens & Laboring Lilies
Luke:13:1-17 Personal Disaster doesn't equal Personal Sin
Luke:15:11-32 Riches to Rags to Riches
Luke:16:14-31 Highway To Hell
Luke:17:1-10 4 Sermonettes
Luke:17:1-10-Part 2 Unconditional Forgiveness?
Luke:17:11-19 Healed But Not Whole
Luke:18:15-30 Kindergarten Kingdom
Luke:19:1-10 Up a Tree
Luke:19:11-27 Use It or Lose It
Luke:19:45-20:19 You're Not the Boss of Me
Luke:20:20-47 Render to God That Which is His
Luke:21:5-28 Ain't Nothing Sacred Anymore?

CHRIS BENFIELD
SERMON NOTES
GOSPEL OF LUKE

Luke 1:26-38 The Proclamation of Jesus' Birth
Luke 1:46-56 Mary's Christmas Song
This version has more Greek than the Critical English Testament version below. Published 1877.
Pastor Bill's sermons are recommended because they focus on the Scripture and have frequent quotes and illustrations as well as practical application.

- **Luke 1-2 Advent Conspiracy: Worship Fully**
- **Luke 1:5-25 God Uses Ordinary People: Elizabeth**
- **Luke 1:26-35 The Christmas Collision**
- **Luke 1:26-38 Misunderstood Mary**
- **Luke 1:34 Christmas Questions: Doubt**
- **Luke 1:46-55 Mary's Music**
- **Luke 1:67-79 Zechariah's Christmas Chorus**
- **Luke 2:8-20 Christmas Questions: Discovery**
- **Luke 2:1-7 The Mystery Man With No Room**
- **Luke 2:8-20 The Shepherd's Joy About Jesus**
- **Luke 2:9-14 The Angels' Plea for Peace**
- **Luke 2:14 The Angel's Alleluia**
- **Luke 2:25 Waiting for Christmas**
- **Luke 2:38 All I Want for Christmas is Hope**
- **Luke 5:27-32 Discovering Your Style, Part 3**
- **Luke 10:25-37 Knowing Our Neighbors**
- **Luke 11:1-4 How to Pray the Lord's Way**
- **Luke 13:1 Why Do Bad Things Happen?**
- **Luke 15 The Scope of Grace**
Luke 17:7-10 Settling the Servanthood Issue
Luke 17:7-10 Serving Without Thanks
Luke 18 Our Just God
Luke 18:1-8 Will He Find Faith?
Luke 18:9-14 A Prayer God Will Answer
Luke 18:31-34 A Blind Man Meets a Healer
Luke 19:1-10 A Little Man Meets a Big God
Luke 19:28-44 A Big Crowd Meets a King
Luke 19:28-44 Every Member a Worshipper
Luke 19:28-44 Worship Fit for a King
Luke 22:31-34, 54-62 Recovering from Failure
Luke 23:24-48 A Few People Meet the Savior
Luke 23:34 Forgiving the Unforgivable
Luke 23:44-46 Born to Die (or here)
Luke 24:13-36 Seeking the Savior

JIM BOMKAMP
SERMON NOTES
GOSPEL OF LUKE

Luke 1:1-38 The Angelic Announcements Made To Zacharias And To Mary
Luke 1:39-80 The Songs Of Zacharias And Mary
Luke 2:40-3:14 The Early Life Of Jesus / Intro. To The Ministry Of John The Baptist
Luke 3:15-4:13 The Baptism, Genealogy, & Temptation Of Jesus
Luke 4:14-44 Jesus Begins His Public Ministry
Luke 5:1-26 Jesus Begins To Call Disciples And Then Heals A Leper And A Paralyzed Man
Luke 5:27-6:11 Jesus Calls Levi, Continues To Heal, And Begins To Have Conflict After Conflict With The Pharisees
Luke 6:12-23 Jesus Chooses The 12 Apostles / Sermon On The Mount, Part #1
Luke 7:1-23 Healing Of Centurion's Slave / Raising Of Widow's Son / Delegation Sent To Jesus From John The Baptist
Luke 7:24-50 Jesus Commends John The Baptist Then Dines With Simon The Pharisee And A Sinful Woman Anoints His Feet
- Luke 8:1-21 Parable Of The Sower / Admonishment Concerning The Light / Jesus' Mother And Brothers Pay Him A Visit
- Luke 9:51-62 Jesus Heads To Jerusalem / Commands Three Men To Follow, However Each Has An Excuse For Putting Off This Decision
- Luke 10:38-11:13 Martha & Mary / Jesus Teaches His Disciples How To Pray And Encourages Them To Persist In Praying
- Luke 11:14-32 Jesus Is Accused Of Casting Out A Demon By The Ruler Of The Demons / People Must Decide About Jesus
- Luke 12:22-34 Jesus Teaches His Disciples Why There Is No Good Reason For Them To Worry Or Be Anxious About Anything
- Luke 12:35-59 Jesus Teaches His Disciples That They Are Always To Be Ready For His Return
- Luke 13:1-17 Jesus Teaches About The Importance Of Repenting / The Unfruitful Fig Tree / Jesus Heals On The Sabbath
- Luke 13:18-35 Kingdom Parables / The Narrow Door / Jesus Warned Herod Wants To Kill Him
- Luke 15:11-32 Jesus Teaches The Parable Of The Prodigal Son (or The Loving Father)
- Luke 16:1-15 Upon Being Fired For Mismanagement A Man Ingratiates Himself To His Master's Debtors By Reducing Their Debts
- Luke 17:1-19 Jesus Gives Four Instructions To Disciples To Help In Their Growth And Faith / Heals Ten Lepers But Only One Thanks Him
- Luke 17:20-37 Questioned About When God's Kingdom Will Come, Jesus Tells His Disciples About His Second Coming
- Luke 18:1-17 The Importunate Widow / A Pharisee And A Tax Gatherer Pray At Temple
Gene Brooks
Sermon Notes
Gospel of Luke

- The Life of Luke the Physician
- Luke 1:26-56 - The Birth of Jesus Foretold
- Luke 1:26-38 - The Virgin Birth
- Luke 1:26-33 - What the Virgin Birth Did
- Luke 1:34-38 - What the Virgin Birth Was
- Luke 1:57-80 - The Birth of John and the Benedictus
- Luke 2:1-12 The Infant is Sovereign
- Luke 2:1-20 - The Birth of Jesus
- Luke 2:8-20 - What Child is this?
- Luke 2:21-40 - The Presentation of Jesus
- Luke 2:41-52 - The Boy Jesus
A B BRUCE
The Expositor's Greek Testament
GOSPEL OF LUKE

Introduction

Luke 1
Luke 2
Luke 3
Luke 4
Luke 5
Luke 6
Luke 7
Luke 8
Luke 9
Luke 10
Luke 11
Luke 12
Luke 13
Luke 14
Luke 15
Luke 16
Henry Burton
Expositor's Bible Commentary
Gospel of Luke

D Edmond Hiebert - A practical, warm-hearted exposition by a conservative scholar. Although written during the nineteenth century, it is rich in its interpretative contents, as, for example, on chapter 15.
Luke 1:5-17 The Problem Of Unanswered Prayer
Luke 1:26-38 Behold The Lamb Prepared
Luke 1:36-38 What a Lovely Name
Luke 1:26-38 Fear Not
Luke 1:46-55 Celebrate The Lord
Luke 1:57-80 Where The Rays Of Heaven's Sunrise Reach
Luke 2:1-20 Behold The Lamb Provided
Luke 2:1-20 Who We Leave Out of the Nativity
Luke 2:1-20 How to Assemble a Right Christmas
Luke 2:7--20 When Shepherds Meet
Luke 2:8-20 We Can Sing the Shepherd's Song
Luke 2:1-7 Why Was The Lord Of Glory Laid In A Manger?
Luke 2:1-20 Three Christmas Messages
Luke 2:1-20 The Night Heaven Visited The Earth
Luke 2:8-20 Some True Reasons For The Season
Luke 2:8-20 O Holy Night
Luke 2:11 The Three-fold Identity Of Bethlehem's Babe
Luke 2:21-38 Behold The Lamb Praised
Luke 2:21-36 The Lord's Family Goes To Church
Luke 5:1-11 A Fishing Trip To Remember
Luke 5:1-11 Nevertheless At Thy Word I Will
Luke 7:11-17 He Came To Me
Luke 8:1-3 Woman Called Mary
Luke 10:17-20 You've Got A License To Praise The Lord
Luke 10:38-42 At The Feet Of Jesus
Luke 11:1-13 Our Lord's Pattern For Prayer
Luke 12:29-32 The Most Wonderful Father Of Them All
Luke 12:32 Precious Words To A Precious People
Luke 13:10-17 Thou Art Loosed
Luke 14:15-24 Are You Going To The Supper?
Luke 14:16-35 Come And Dine...Go And Die
Luke 14:15-24 Compelled To Come; Commanded To Go
Luke 15:1-7 The Lost Sheep
Luke 15:1-7 What The Good Shepherd Does For His Sheep
Luke 15:3-7 The Shepherd Seeking His Sheep
Luke 15:8-10 The Lost Silver
Luke 15:8-10 The Value Of Just One
- Luke 15:11-24 The Lost Son
- Luke 15:11-24 How To Go Home
- Luke 15:11-24 It'll Be Better When I Get Home
- Luke 15:11-32 There's No Place Like Home
- Luke 15:25-32 The Lost Sibling
- Luke 15:1-7 The Shepherd And His Sheep
- Luke 15:8-10 A Penny Saved Is A Penny Earned
- Luke 16:16-31 A Horrible Place Called Hell
- Luke 16:19-31 An Interview In Hell
- Luke 16:19-31 A Glimpse Of A Place Called Hell
- Luke 16:19-31 Can God Really Save Your Loved Ones?
- Luke 16:19-31 From Here To Eternity
- Luke 16:19-31 The Truth About Hell
- Luke 17:11-19 Thankful For Grace
- Luke 17:26-27 Four Elements That Mark The Last Days
- Luke 18:1 The Place Of Prayer
- Luke 19:1-10 A Little Man Meets A Big God
- Luke 19:1-10 How Zacchaeus Was Saved
- Luke 19:29-40 he Day The Shouting Stopped
- Luke 22:7-20 Lest We Forget
- Luke 23:13-46 He Did It All For You
- Luke 24:1-12 A Morning Like No Other
THOMAS CONSTABLE
EXPOSITORY NOTES
GOSPEL OF LUKE

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24
SERMON NOTES
GOSPEL OF LUKE

- Luke 1:5-80 The Silence and Song of Zacharias
- Luke 1:26-35 The Miracle of Bethlehem
- Luke 1:26 God Chooses a Virgin Mother
- Luke 1:26-35 When God Became Man
- Luke 1:26-30 Was Jesus Born of a Virgin?
- Luke 1:26-35 A Miracle In Bethlehem
- Luke 1:26-38 Mary: Beautiful Motherhood
- Luke 1:26-56 Mary: The Virgin Mother
- Luke 1:31-33 The Child and the Kingdom
- Luke 1:35 Two Biological Miracles of God
- Luke 1:78 The Dayspring
- Luke 2:1 A Decree of Caesar Augustus
- Luke 2:1 The Decrees of Caesar and of God
- Luke 2:1-5 What Was the News the Day Before Christmas?
- Luke 2:1-20 Children's Christmas Hour
- Luke 2:1-20 The Star Of Hope
- Luke 2:6-40 Sweet Little Jesus Boy
- Luke 2:6-7 The Little Lamb of God
Luke 15:3-7 The Shepherd Heart
Luke 15:8-10 Lost in the Home
Luke 15:11-24 The Prodigal Son
Luke 15:25-32 The Prodigal Who Stayed at Home
Luke 16 What Shall I Do in the First Five Minutes of Eternity?
Luke 16:15 A Great Gulf Fixed
Luke 16:19-31 Does My Soul Live Forever?
Luke 16:19-31 The Horror of Waking Up In Hell
Luke 16:19-24 Tormented in a Flame
Luke 16:19-31 What Heaven and Hell Are Like
Luke 16:19 The First Five Minutes in Eternity
Luke 16:19-24 Tormented in a Flame
Luke 16:19-24 Tormented in a Flame
Luke 16:19-31 Between Death and Resurrection
Luke 16:19-31 Five Lost Brethren
Luke 16:19-24 The Sorrows of Hell
Luke 16:22 What Shall I Do in the First Five Minutes of Eternity
Luke 16 Damnation and Hell (Lecture)
Luke 16:23 Do People Wake Up in Hell?
Luke 16:23 What It Means To Be Lost
Luke 17:11-19 With Thanksgiving to God
Luke 17:26-36 The Great Separation
Luke 17:37 Our Day of Grace
Luke 18:31-43 Jesus Is Passing By
Luke 18:35-43 Jesus Is Passing By
Luke 18:35 Jesus Is Passing By
Luke 18:35 Jesus Is Passing By
Luke 18:37 Jesus Is Passing By
Luke 19:10 The Seeking Christ
Luke 19:10 Life's Greatest Tragedy
Luke 19:10 What It Is To Be Lost
Luke 19:13 Occupy Till I Come (Stewardship)
Luke 19:1-10 The So-Different Christ
Luke 19:1-10 Jesus, Friend of Sinners
Luke 19:1-10 Zacchaeus Come Down
Luke 19:10 The Seeking Note
Luke 19:10 The Sympathizing Jesus
Luke 19:10 I Am Lost, What Shall I Do?
- Luke 19:10 hat Matters To Me
- Luke 19:7 Jesus, Friend of Sinners
- Luke 19:13 Occupy Till I Come
- Luke 19:13 Occupy Till I Come
- Luke 19:13 God's Business is Big Business
- Luke 19:36-44 The Strangest Parade
- Luke 19:41 Christ and the City
- Luke 19:41 Christ and the City
- Luke 19:41 Jesus Comes to Dallas
- Luke 19:41 The Age of Redemption
- Luke 21:24 Israel in the Consummation of History
- Luke 22:1-16 the Appointed Kingdom
- Luke 22:54-63 True Repentance
- Luke 23 The Word of Salvation to the Dying Thief
- Luke 23:20-49 the Crowd at the Cross
- Luke 23:43 where We Go When We Die
- Luke 23:33 The Doctrine of Total Depravity
- Luke 23:43 Where We Go When We Die
- Luke 23:43 Where We Go When We Die
- Luke 24:47 Beginning at Jerusalem
- Luke 24:46-51 The Blessing of Christ
- Luke 24:44-53 The Remission of Sins
Over 1000 pages of Sermons - Excellent Exposition with illustrations, quotes, practical conclusion and discussion questions. Functions like a verse by verse commentary! Highly recommended to supplement your preaching and teaching in the Gospel of Luke.
The Gospel of the Gentiles

- Preface to the Gospel of Luke
- Luke 1:1-38 The Silence is Shattered
- Luke 1:57-80 Why John Was Not Named "Little Zach"
- Luke 2:1-20 The Birth of the Messiah
- Luke 4:5-8 The Temptation of Jesus Part II
- Luke 4:31-44 Deity Confronts the Demons
- Luke 5:12-26 Stretcher Carriers and Sermon Critics
- Luke 6:12-26 Defining Discipleship
- Luke 7:1-17 Jesus the Healer
- Luke 7:18-35 John's Problem with Jesus
- Luke 7:36-50 Wordless Worship of an Unnamed Woman
- Luke 8:1-3 Ministry, Money and Women
- Luke 8:4-21 Parable of the Soils
- Luke 8:22-25 Stilling of the Storm
- Luke 8:26-39 The Deliverance the Demonic or "Unholy Fear"
- Luke 8:40-56 The Interrupted Miracle or Two Touching Miracles
- Luke 10:1-16 When Personal Evangelism is Inadequate
- Luke 10:38-42 When Martha was Mad at the Master
- Luke 11:1-13 Teach Us to Pray
- Luke 11:14-36 Evidence that Produced Various Verdicts
- Luke 11:37-54 Fundamentalists in Formaldehyde
- Luke 12:22-34 A Disciple's Perspective on Possessions
- Luke 12:49-59 Consequences of Christ's Coming
- Luke 13:22-35 Striving to Enter the Narrow Door
- Luke 14:1-24 Table Talks
- Luke 14:25-35 How to Hate Your Wife
- Luke 16:1-13 Does Christ Commend a Crook or "The Sting"
- Luke 17:5-19 Putting Faith In Perspective
- Luke 17:20-37 Sign-Seeking and the Coming of the Kingdom
Luke 18:15-30 Blessed Babes and a Miserable Millionaire
Luke 18:31-19:10 From the Sublime to the Ridiculous
Luke 19:28-44 The Untriumphal Entry
Luke 20:19-26 God and Government
Luke 20:27-40 One Bride for Seven Brothers
Luke 20:41-21:4 David's Son
Luke 21:5-38 Jerusalem in the Last Days
Luke 22:7-23 The Last Supper
Luke 23:26-49 The Rejection of Israel's Messiah - Part III
Luke 23:26-49 The Rejection of Israel's Messiah - Part IV
Luke 23:54-24:35 "From Heartbreak to Heartburn"
Luke 24:36-53 From Invisibility to Invincibility

CHARLES R ERDMAN
GOSPEL OF LUKE
An Exposition

Outline of Luke

Rosscup comments: Concise treatments are given to each of the NT books. The main value of the set lies in its clear synthesis which helps the student grasp the flow of thought as he moves through a book. Erdman possessed a lucid writing style. He was amillennial. (Roscup, J. Commentaries for Biblical Expositors)

D Edmond Hiebert - A devotional and practical exposition, in paragraph form, by a conservative Presbyterian scholar.
Spurgeon has these comment on Godet: Dr. Meyer says: “To an immense erudition, to a living piety, Godet unites a profound feeling of reality; there is here a vivifying breath, an ardent love for the Saviour, which helps the disciple to comprehend the work, the acts, the words of his Divine Master.” (Spurgeon - Commenting on Commentaries)

Cyril Barber - An exhaustive, technical commentary that ably defends the cardinal doctrines of the Christian faith while expounding the text. Deserves a place on the shelf of every pastor.


Rosscup comments: Though old, this work is almost exhaustive in dealing with
interpretive problems and shows a wide acquaintance with commentators of all ages up to his day. He is regarded by Greek authorities as weak on textual criticism but strong on exegesis. (Rosscup, J. Commentaries for Biblical Expositors)
Great Texts of the Bible: in depth

- Luke 2:7 No Room
- Luke 2:10-11 Good Tidings of Great Joy
- Luke 2:13-14 The Song of the Heavenly Hosts
- Luke 2:34-35 A Touchstone of Character
- Luke 2:49RV Always at Home
- Luke 2:49AV Always at Work
- Luke 7:50 Forgiveness (See Topic "Forgiveness")
- Luke 10:37 The Good Samaritan
- Luke 10:42 The One Thing Needful
- Luke 13:24 The Narrow Door
- Luke 15:17-20 The Return to the Father
- Luke 16:10 Faithfulness in Little Things
- Luke 17:17 Ingratitude
- Luke 17:20-21 The Coming Kingdom
- Luke 17:20-21 The Kingdom that is Within
- Luke 19:10 Cur Deus Homo
- Luke 19:41-42 The Impenitent City
- Luke 22:19 In Remembrance
- Luke 24:32 An Open Bible and a Burning Heart

MATTHEW HENRY
COMMENTARY
GOSPEL OF LUKE

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24

INTERVARSITY PRESS COMMENTARY
COMMENTARY GOSPEL OF LUKE
Darrell L Bock
Rosscup comments: Evangelical comments run quickly to their points, yet the generality causes skipping some key details (cf. on Anna, Lk 2:36-38) or seem to argue around a more likely view with unconvincing reasoning (Lk 3:16). In other cases, Bock seems to select the most probable view, an instance being in seeing the sermon (Luke 6) as a condensed version of the same sermon in Mt 5–7. One can also find the second and third soils of Luke 8 taken to represent people not actually saved (148–49). One can wonder in Lk 14:34–35 how inability to be worthy disciples is in harmony with salvation as a gift, for the work passes by this. Bock in most verses touches clearly on key issues and... lacks space to deal with every important matter... For a work with much application, cf. Darrell Bock, Luke (NIV Application Commentary. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996). (Rosscup, J. Commentaries for Biblical Expositors)

- Luke 1:5-2:52 Infancy Narrative
- Luke 1:5-25 The Forerunner John the Baptist
- Luke 1:26-38 Announcement of Birth of Jesus
- Luke 1:39-45 Mary's Meeting with Elizabeth
- Luke 1:46-56 Mary's Hymn of Praise: Magnificat
- Luke 2:22-40 Witness of a Man & Woman
- Luke 2:41-52 12yo Jesus Goes to the Temple
- Luke 3:21-4:13 Jesus, the One Who Comes
- Luke 4:14-44 Overview of Jesus' Ministry
- Luke 7:1-8:3 Movements to Faith
- Luke 8:4-9:17 Call to Faith and Christology
- Luke 9:51-10:24 Blessing of Decision...
- Luke 10:25-11:13 Discipleship...
- Luke 11:14-54 Controversies, Corrections...
- Luke 12:49-14:24 Know the Time: Israel Turns Away
- Luke 16:1-31 Generosity: Handling Money...
- Luke 17:1-10 False Teaching, Forgiveness, Faith...
- Luke 17:11-18:8 Faithful in Looking for the King...
- Luke 18:9-30 Humility & Trusting All to the Father
- Luke 21:5-38 Jerusalem's Destruction and the End

JAMIESON, FAUSSET, BROWN
COMMENTARY
GOSPEL OF LUKE

Click for Unabridged Version of Luke Commentary

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24

S LEWIS JOHNSON
SERMONS  
GOSPEL OF LUKE

- Luke 1:26-30 The Son of God
- Luke 1:26-38 Son of Mary and Son of God
- Luke 1:46-56 Mary’s Celebration of Christmas
- Luke 1 Part VI
- Luke 1, 4, 10 The Holy Spirit in the Life of Christ
- Luke 2:1-10 The Baptism of Christ
- Luke 5:1-14 Catching Man Alive, or the Drought of Fishes
- Luke 7:36-50 The Woman That Was a Sinner, or the Proof and Power of Forgiveness
- Luke 8:1-3 Mary Magdalene
- Luke 8:40-56 Master of Death and Man of Feeling
- Luke 14, Acts 16 The Doctrine of Efficacious and Irresistible Grace
- Luke 23:26-32 Christ Among the Bandits

JOHN MACARTHUR  
SERMONS  
GOSPEL OF LUKE

296 Sermons on Luke! Excellent Exposition. Functions like a verse by verse commentary!

- Luke - Escaping Materialism
- Luke 1:1-4 Physician and Historian
- Luke 1:1-4 Theologian and Pastor
- Luke 1:5-7 Zacharias: The Righteous Priest
- Luke 1:8-17 God Breaks His Silence: The Revelation to Zacharias
- Luke 1:15-17 The Greatness of John the Baptist
- Luke 1:18-25 A Faithful Promise to a Faithless Priest
- Luke 1:31-33 The Divine Announcement to Mary, Part 2
- Luke 1:34-35 Fallacies About the Virgin Birth
- Luke 1:34-38 The Virgin Birth: A Divine Miracle
- Luke 1:46-55 The True Christmas Spirit
- Luke 1:46-55 Mary's Praise
- Luke 1:56-66 The Miraculous Birth of John the Baptist
- Luke 2:1-7 Jesus' Birth in Bethlehem- 1
- Luke 2:21-24 Testifying to Jesus: Joseph & Mary
- Luke 2:25-30 Testifying to Jesus: Simeon
- Luke 2:36-38 Testifying to Jesus: Anna
- Luke 3:1 Setting the Stage for Jesus, Part 1
- Luke 3:2-3 Setting the Stage for Jesus, Part 2
- Luke 3:3 Setting the Stage for Jesus, Part 3
- Luke 3:3 Setting the Stage for Jesus, Part 4
- Luke 3:4-6 A Voice Crying in the Wilderness, Part 1
- Luke 3:4-6 A Voice Crying in the Wilderness, Part 2
- Luke 3:7-8 True Repentance: God's Highway to the Heart- 1
- Luke 3:15-17 True Repentance: God's Highway to the Heart- 3
- Luke 3:15-17 True Repentance: God's Highway to the Heart- 4
- Luke 3:18-20 The Legacy of John the Baptist
- Luke 4:1-2 The Invincibility of the Messiah
Luke 4:3-8 The Temptation of the Messiah, Part 1
Luke 4:14-15 From the Wilderness to Galilee: Jesus' Judean Ministry
Luke 4:16-21 Jesus' Return to Nazareth: Ministry in the Synagogue
Luke 4:16-21 Jesus' Return to Nazareth: Rejection by the People
Luke 4:22-30 Jesus' Return to Nazareth: Rejection by the People
Luke 4:31-34 Jesus' Authority over Demons, Part 1
Luke 4:31-34 Jesus' Authority over Demons, Part 2
Luke 4:31-37 Jesus' Authority over Demons, Part 3
Luke 5:12-15 A Lesson from a Leper
Luke 5:17-20 A Saving Faith in a Paralyzed Man
Luke 5:21-26 Only God Forgives Sin, Part 2
Luke 5:27-32 Jesus Came to Call and to Save Sinners
Luke 6:14 Common Men, Uncommon Calling: Andrew and James
Luke 6:15-16 Common Men, Uncommon Calling: James, Simon, and Judas
Luke 6:31-38 The Content of Kingdom Love
Luke 6:39-45 The Danger of Following the Wrong Spiritual Teacher
Luke 6:46-49 The Ultimate Religious Decision
Luke 7:11-17 Jesus' Power over Death
Luke 7:19-20 Are You the Coming One?
- Luke 6 The Golden Rule
- Luke 6:46 Why Do You Call Me Lord?
- Luke 7 Christ's Holiness and Our Sinfulness
- Luke 7:1-11 What Amazed Jesus About the Centurion's Faith?
- Luke 7:19 Are You the Coming One?
- Luke 7:36-39 Why Did Christ Allow a Prostitute to Wash His Feet?
- Luke 14 Should a Christian Hate His Family?
- Luke 16 Abraham's Bosom, Paradise, and Heaven
- Luke 17 Where Is The Kingdom of God?

ALEXANDER MACLAREN
SERMONS
GOSPEL OF LUKE

- Luke 1:5–17 Elijah Come Again
- Luke 1:15 True Greatness
- Luke 1:46-55 The Magnificat
- Luke 1:78–79 The Dayspring from on High
- Luke 2:8–20 Shepherds and Angels
- Luke 2:16 Was, Is, Is to Come
- Luke 2:29–30 Simeon’s Swan-song
- Luke 2:49 The Boy in the Temple
- Luke 3:1–14 John the Preacher of Repentance
- Luke 3:15–22 John’s Witness to Jesus, and God’s
- Luke 4:21 Preaching at Nazareth
- Luke 5:8 Fear and Faith
- Luke 5:17–26 Blasphemer, or—Who?
- Luke 6:20–31 Laws of the Kingdom
- Luke 7:13–15 Jesus at the Bier
- Luke 7:18–28 John’s Doubts and Christ’s Praise
- Luke 7:28 Greatness in the Kingdom
- Luke 7:30 Thwarting God’s Purpose
- Luke 7:34 A Gluttonous Man and a Winebibber
- Luke 7:41–43 The Two Debtors
Luke 7:47 Love and Forgiveness
Luke 7:50 Go into Peace
Luke 8:2–3 The Ministry of Women
Luke 8:4–15 One Seed and Diverse Soils
Luke 8:14 Seed among Thorns
Luke 8:43–48 A Miracle within a Miracle
Luke 8:50 Christ to Jairus
Luke 9:10–17 Bread from Heaven
Luke 9:11 ‘The Lord that Healeth Thee’
Luke 9:18–27 Christ’s Cross and Ours
Luke 9:29 Prayer and Transfiguration
Luke 9:51 Christ Fastening to the Cross
Luke 10:1–11 Christ’s Messengers: Their Equipment and Work
Luke 11:1–13 How to Pray
Luke 11:1 The Praying Christ
Luke 12:22–31 Anxious about Earth, or Earnest about the Kingdom
Luke 12:29 Stillness in Storm
Luke 12:35–36 The Equipment of the Servants
Luke 12:37 The Servant-Lord
Luke 12:37, 43, 44 Servants and Stewards Here and Hereafter
Luke 12:19 Fire on Earth
Luke 13:22–30 The Strait Gate
Luke 14:1–14 The Lessons of a Feast
Luke 14:18 Excuses not Reasons
Luke 14:28 The Rash Builder
Luke 8 ‘That Which Was Lost’
Luke 15:11–24 The Prodigal and His Father
Luke 15:22–23 Gifts to the Prodigal
Luke 16:8 The Follies of the Wise
Luke 16:10–12 Two Kinds of Riches
Luke 16:12 The Gains of the Faithful Steward
Luke 16:25 Memory in Another World
Luke 17:9–10 God’s Slaves
Luke 17:11–19 Where Are the Nine?
Luke 18:1–14 Three Kinds of Praying
Luke 18:15–30 Entering the Kingdom
Luke 18:40–41 The Man that Stopped Jesus
Luke 19:5 Melted by Kindness
- Luke 21:20-36 When Shall These Things Be?
- Luke 22:7-20 The Lord’s Supper
- Luke 22:25-26 Christ’s Ideal of a Monarch
- Luke 22:32 A Great Fall and a Great Recovery
- Luke 22:53 The Cross, the Victory and Defeat of Darkness
- Luke 22:54-71 In the High Priest’s Palace
- Luke 23:9 A Soul’s Tragedy
- Luke 23:33-46 Words from the Cross
- Luke 23:42 The Dying Thief
- Luke 24:5-6 The Living Dead
- Luke 24:28-29 Detaining Christ
- Luke 24:30-31 The Meal at Emmaus
- Luke 24:34 Peter Alone with Jesus
- Luke 24:36-53 The Triumphant End

F B MEYER
DEVOTIONALS
GOSPEL OF LUKE

Our Daily Walk and Our Daily Homily

- Luke 1:38
- Luke 1:46-47, 68
- Luke 2:14
- Luke 3:16
- Luke 4:18
- Luke 5:7
Luke 5:13
Luke 5:19
Luke 6:13
Luke 6:40
Luke 7:13
Luke 8:46
Luke 9:31
Luke 10:18
Luke 10:21
Luke 10:27-29
Luke 11:1
Luke 11:1
Luke 11:2
Luke 11:2
Luke 11:2
Luke 11:4
Luke 11:9
Luke 12:11
Luke 12:15
Luke 12:15
Luke 12:29-31
Luke 13:24
Luke 14:23
Luke 14:26-27, 33
Luke 14:27
Luke 14:33
Luke 15:6-7
Luke 15:28
Luke 16:12
Luke 17:5-6
Luke 17:8
Luke 17:10
Luke 17:20
Luke 18:6
Luke 19:34
Luke 20:24
Luke 21:36
Luke 22:31
Luke 23:43
Luke 24:7
HENRY MORRIS - Defender's Study Bible

Excellent, literal study notes. Click links below and then click on links on the right side of page for note on that verse.

- Luke 1:3 me also from the very first Theophilus
- Luke 1:7 well stricken in years
- Luke 1:15 strong drink from his mother's womb
- Luke 1:16 turn to the Lord
- Luke 1:17 power of Elias prepared for the Lord
- Luke 1:23 accomplished
- Luke 1:26 sixth month Gabriel
- Luke 1:27 virgin
- Luke 1:28 highly favoured
- Luke 1:30 favour
- Luke 1:31 conceive in thy womb
- Luke 1:32 throne of his father David
- Luke 1:34 How shall this be
- Luke 1:35 overshadow thee holy thing Son of God
- Luke 1:36 thy cousin Elisabeth
- Luke 1:37 impossible
- Luke 1:41 filled with the Holy Ghost
- Luke 1:46 magnify the Lord
- Luke 1:47 my Saviour
- Luke 1:67 filled with the Holy Ghost
- Luke 1:70 since the world began
- Luke 1:77 knowledge of salvation
- Luke 1:78 dayspring
- Luke 1:80 in the deserts
- Luke 2:1 all the world
- Luke 2:2 Cyrenius
- Luke 2:3 his own city
- Luke 2:5 espoused wife
- Luke 2:7 swaddling clothes in a manger inn
- Luke 2:8 abiding in the field
- Luke 2:13 heavenly host
- Luke 2:16 lying in a manger
- Luke 2:21 circumcising of the child named of the angel
- Luke 2:24 turtledoves
Luke 2:30 thy salvation
Luke 2:34 for a sign
Luke 2:35 thy own soul
Luke 2:40 filled with wisdom
Luke 2:46 in the midst
Luke 2:49 wist my Father’s business
Luke 2:51 was subject unto them
Luke 2:52 increased in wisdom
Luke 3:1 Pontius Pilate
Luke 3:2 came unto John
Luke 3:4 Esaias the prophet
Luke 3:8 of these stones
Luke 3:12 publicans
Luke 3:19 tetrarch
Luke 3:22 beloved Son
Luke 3:23 son of Heli
Luke 3:38 son of God
Luke 4:4 every word of God
Luke 4:5 taking him up moment of time
Luke 4:16 as his custom was
Luke 4:18 upon me
Luke 4:19 preach the acceptable year
Luke 4:24 his own country
Luke 4:26 was a widow
Luke 4:27 Naaman the Syrian
Luke 4:30 passing through the midst
Luke 4:32 with power
Luke 4:34 the Holy One
Luke 4:41 not to speak
Luke 5:3 Simon’s out of the ship
Luke 5:4 draught
Luke 5:6 fishes
Luke 5:13 be thou clean
Luke 5:20 their faith
Luke 5:21 Who can forgive sins
Luke 5:27 Levi
Luke 5:29 publicans
Luke 5:39 new
Luke 6:3 Have ye not read
Luke 6:9 Is it lawful
Luke 6:13 twelve
Luke 6:16 the brother
Luke 6:17 plain
Luke 6:19 virtue
on his disciples
separate you
woe unto you
speak well of you
given unto you
perfect
his own fruit
heareth, and doeth not
so great faith
Nain
Arise
Art thou he
it is written
not a greater prophet
justified God
ye say publicans
a sinner alabaster box of ointment
weeping with tears
Thy faith hath saved thee.
Magdalene
Chuza Herod's steward of their substance
to others in parables
The seed
known
My mother
there was a calm
country of the Gaderenes
the deep
his right mind
physicians
Maid, arise
tetrarch John
his cross daily
Moses and Elias
accomplish
not against us
steadfastly
did not receive him
from heaven
bury my father
other seventy also
labourers are few
worthy of his hire
more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon
Luke 10:17 even the devils
Luke 10:18 fall from heaven
Luke 10:20 rejoice not
Luke 10:29 who is my neighbour
Luke 10:35 pence
Luke 10:42 that good part
Luke 11:1 teach us to pray
Luke 11:2 When ye pray, say
Luke 11:12 ask an egg
Luke 11:13 give the Holy Spirit
Luke 11:18 through Beelzebub
Luke 11:24 return unto my house
Luke 11:28 Yea rather
Luke 11:30 Jonas was a sign
Luke 11:49 wisdom of God
Luke 11:50 foundation of the world
Luke 11:51 blood of Abel
Luke 12:6 two farthings
Luke 12:7 more value
Luke 12:10 shall not be forgiven
Luke 12:12 shall teach you
Luke 12:15 beware of covetousness
Luke 12:17 bestow my fruits
Luke 12:18 This will I do
Luke 12:20 thou fool
Luke 12:21 for himself
Luke 12:32 little flock
Luke 12:33 Sell that ye have
Luke 12:40 Be ye therefore ready
Luke 12:47 many stripes
Luke 12:48 much required
Luke 12:49 fire on the earth
Luke 12:50 baptism accomplished
Luke 12:57 judge ye not
Luke 13:1 the Galilaeans
Luke 13:3 repent
Luke 13:6 vineyard
Luke 13:15 the sabbath
Luke 13:31 Herod
Luke 13:32 be perfected
Luke 13:34 ye would not
Luke 14:14 resurrection of the just
Luke 14:18 to make excuse
Luke 14:23 highways and hedges
Luke 14:26 hate
Luke 14:27 bear his cross
Luke 14:28 counteth the cost
Luke 14:34 lost his savour
Luke 15:1 publicans
Luke 15:3 parable
Luke 15:4 that which is lost
Luke 15:8 ten pieces of silver
Luke 15:10 joy in the presence
Luke 15:12 Father, give me the portion of goods
Luke 15:13 riotous living
Luke 15:15 that country
Luke 15:16 no man gave
Luke 15:29 serve thee
Luke 15:31 Son
Luke 16:8 wisely
Luke 16:9 mammon of unrighteousness everlasting habitations
Luke 16:10 faithful also in much
Luke 16:16 until John
Luke 16:17 one tittle
Luke 16:19 rich man
Luke 16:20 beggar named Lazarus laid
Luke 16:22 carried by the angels Abraham's bosom
Luke 16:23 hell Abraham afar off
Luke 16:24 Father Abraham water tormented in this flame
Luke 16:25 remember
Luke 16:31 hear not Moses
Luke 17:2 millstone
Luke 17:6 sycamine tree
Luke 17:7 having a servant
Luke 17:8 Make ready
Luke 17:9 trow
Luke 17:10 our duty
Luke 17:17 where are the nine
Luke 17:18 this stranger
Luke 17:19 made thee whole
Luke 17:21 within you
Luke 17:24 as the lightning
Luke 17:26 days of Noah
Luke 17:32 Lot
Luke 17:34 in one bed
Luke 17:35 the other left
Luke 17:37 gathered together
Luke 18:1 always to pray
Luke 18:8 shall he find faith
Luke 18:10 publican
Luke 18:12 fast twice
Luke 18:13 be merciful
Luke 18:17 as a little child
Luke 18:19 none is good
Luke 18:25 needle’s eye
Luke 18:33 rise again
Luke 18:35 a certain blind man
Luke 19:2 chief among the publicans
Luke 19:10 to save
Luke 19:12 to return
Luke 19:13 pounds Occupy
Luke 19:14 not have this man
Luke 19:17 authority over ten cities
Luke 19:28 ascending up to Jerusalem
Luke 19:40 the stones
Luke 19:42 this thy day
Luke 19:44 even with the ground knewest not the time
Luke 19:45 cast out
Luke 20:4 The baptism of John
Luke 20:9 a long time
Luke 20:17 that is written
Luke 20:24 penny
Luke 20:25 unto Caesar
Luke 20:27 Sadducees
Luke 20:28 Moses wrote
Luke 20:35 neither marry
Luke 20:37 he calleth the Lord
Luke 20:42 David himself saith
Luke 21:2 two mites
Luke 21:5 some spake of the temple
Luke 21:11 fearful sights
Luke 21:12 before all these being brought before kings
Luke 21:18 perish
Luke 21:19 patience
Luke 21:20 compassed with armies
Luke 21:24 into all nations times of the Gentiles
Luke 21:25 with perplexity
Luke 21:26 fear
Luke 21:27 and great glory
Luke 21:28 begin to come to pass
Luke 21:29 all the trees
Luke 21:33 pass away
Luke 21:34 come upon you unawares
Luke 21:35 the whole earth
Luke 21:36 stand before
Luke 22:3 Satan into Judas
Luke 22:20 in my blood
Luke 22:30 the twelve tribes of Israel
Luke 22:31 Satan hath desired
Luke 22:36 buy one
Luke 22:37 among the transgressors
Luke 22:38 two swords
Luke 22:42 not my will
Luke 22:43 an angel
Luke 22:44 drops of blood
Luke 22:46 Why sleep ye...
Luke 22:53 your hour
Luke 22:61 looked upon Peter
Luke 23:4 no fault
Luke 23:5 Jewry
Luke 23:9 answered him nothing
Luke 23:12 enmity
Luke 23:30 Fall on us
Luke 23:31 green tree
Luke 23:34 forgive them know not
Luke 23:39 railed on him
Luke 23:42 said unto Jesus, Lord
Luke 23:43 To day
Luke 23:46 commend my spirit
Luke 23:53 never man before
Luke 23:54 the preparation
Luke 24:4 two men
Luke 24:13 furlongs
Luke 24:18 Cleopas
Luke 24:25 believe all
Luke 24:26 enter in to his glory
Luke 24:27 beginning at Moses concerning himself
Luke 24:30 blessed it, and brake
Luke 24:32 our heart burn opened to us
Luke 24:39 my feet flesh and bones
Luke 24:43 did eat before them
Luke 24:44 must be fulfilled the psalms
Luke 24:45 their understanding
Luke 24:47 repentance and remission of sins
Luke 24:49 promise of my Father
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CYRIL BARBER - from his excellent books "The Minister's Library" (Volume 2-1987 and Volume 3-2009)

this work has now been superseded by other theories of Lukan theology.


gospel. For readability and practicality they fall somewhere between Frederic Godet and William Barclay. Lay people will find these volumes helpful.


- **Nolland, John.** Luke 1:1--9:20. Word Biblical Commentary. Dallas, TX: Word Publishing, 1989. Here is a book serious Bible students will welcome. The author's scholarship is impeccable; his development of the purpose of the biblical writer is stimulating; and his exegesis is of the utmost value. This is a work that is sure to achieve "landmark" status.


- **Ryle, John Charles.** Luke ([Click for this commentary](#)). Ryle’s exposition of Luke’s gospel is clear, devout, and accurate. Recommended!

- **Schweizer, Eduard.** Luke: A Challenge to Present Theology. Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982. (Treats the basic theological issues that emerged as a result of working on a critical commentary on Luke's gospel. Draws attention to issues that students may
 expand into full-length discussions.

-______, The Good News According to Luke. Translated by D. E. Green. Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1984. Examines Luke and provides a detailed exposition that will delight the scholar. In Luke, Schweizer sees the Word truly become flesh, in spite of the supposed uncertainties of the historical details. He seeks to sift through the various myths that embody eternal timeless truth in narrative form so as to draw from Luke's writing a picture of Jesus of Nazareth. This work will appeal only to the scholar and offers little to the pastor.

-Stein, Robert H. Luke. New American Commentary. Nashville: Broadman Press, 1992. Ably defends the Lucan authorship, attempts to show Luke’s dependance upon Mark, and dates the writing of the gospel between 70 and 90 A.D. While some aspects of Stein’s approach will disappoint conservative readers, for the most part he has provided a capable exposition in which he has championed the virginal conception of Christ and shown how the census could have occurred between 7 and 4 B.C. Other apologetic aspects of Luke’s gospel have similarly been handled adroitly and with an awareness of the needs of his readers. Unfortunately, there are times when Stein is careless in his translation of certain Greek words and their nuances. For the most part, however, this is a capable exposition.

-Talbert, Charles H. Literary Patterns, Theological Themes, and the Genre of Luke Acts. Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1974. This is a scholarly work that also provides readers with a detailed analysis of Luke style of writing. The search for Luke's admitted sources leads Talbert to take some unnecessary steps in his handling of this theme. He concludes his discussion by advancing information in support of his hypothesis that Luke organized his material around a balanced architectonic schema.


-Wiersbe, Warren Wendell. Be Compassionate. Wheaton, IL: Victor Books, 1988. Together these volumes treat the gospel of Luke. Wiersbe, who is a pastor’s pastor, outlines and expounds the text with exemplary skill. These books are ideal for individual or group Bible study.


**JAMES ROSSCUP - Reviews on Luke commentaries from excellent resource**

[Commentaries for Biblical Expositors](http://example.com/collective)

Bailey, Kenneth E. Poet and Peasant. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1960. Also Through Peasant Eyes: More Lucan Parables, Their Culture and State. Eerdmans, 1981. -- Bailey discusses four Lukan parables at length in the first book, making a great contribution as to cultural data that opens up the parables. His data is based on studies while teaching for many years in the mid-East, also on extensive travels, correspondence, and scholarly probing into the literature. Particularly insightful are his remarks on Luke 15 (the triad of parables) and Luke 11 (Friend at Midnight). The second book continues to be rich in peasant cultural background, with data not available to many who study the parables. But the second book treats ten further parables (7:36–50 and others in 9:51–19:48, Luke’s travel narrative). These are well-done but not treated in as much detail. Both books are excellent in making parables “come alive” and making readers think. In more recent years both volumes have been put into one book. Cf. Hultgren in the Matthew section.

Benware, Paul N. Luke (Everyman’s Bible Commentary). Chicago: Moody, 147 pp. -- A conservative, premillennial survey by a diligent young scholar. Often the book is helpful on problem areas, though brief. At other points the brevity of the series and length of Luke are among the reasons for over-generality that adds nothing to the understanding.

Bock, Darrell. Luke 1:1–9:50 and Luke 9:51–24:53 (Baker Exegetical Commentary on the NT). Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994, 1996. -- This evangelical work of 2,148 pp. begins with 48 pp. on introductory issues. It has an overview, a conviction that Luke was the writer and a careful one to give material not fabricated but as a first class historian (13). There is a summary of each section, also the theology (27–43), a 5-pp. outline, etc. Bock has, after each section’s synopsis, exegetical detail on each verse, weighing views, giving reasons, explaining customs, offering many interactions with vast scholarly opinion. Some details are that he concludes that Matt. 5–7 and Luke 6 present summaries of the same sermon (553), in 7:47 he shows why forgiveness preceded the woman’s acts of love, and in 2:36–38 he deals with views on Anna’s 84 years, yet has nothing about whether she lodged in a temple room or was just at the temple daily. All in all, those needing thorough discussion find it in these vols. with massive bibliography, indexes of subjects, authors, Greek words, Scripture, and ancient writings. This is one of the top evangelical works on Luke all-around.

Bock, Darrell. Luke (IVP NTC). Downers Grove: IVP, 1994. - One meets with a far shorter work than the 2-vol. effort. Bock says (12) that the larger work has focused on accuracy and rationale for views, this one on relevancy and relational matters of faith. Evangelical comments run quickly to their points, yet the generality causes skipping some key details (cf. on Anna, 2:36–38), or seem to argue around a more likely view with unconvincing reasoning (3:16). In other cases, Bock seems to select the most probable view, an instance being in seeing the sermon (Luke 6) as a condensed version of the same sermon in Matt. 5–7 (119). One can also find the
second and third soils of Luke 8 taken to represent people not actually saved (148–49). One can wonder in 14:34–35 how inability to be worthy disciples is in harmony with salvation as a gift, for the work passes by this. Bock in most verses touches clearly on key issues, and an author lacks space to deal with every important matter, whether in a short or massive attempt. For a work with much application, cf. Darrell Bock, Luke (NIV Application Commentary. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996, 640 pp.).


- Ellis, E. Earle. The Gospel of Luke (New Century Bible). London: Oliphants, 1966. - One of the better commentaries of more recent years from the standpoint of explaining the text even where there are problems, though briefly. The author is an evangelical and well-versed in critical scholarship today.

- Evans, Craig A. Luke (New International Bible Commentary). Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1991. 416 pp. - A lucid study, often of help on problem texts but cursory at times. Evans gives authorship by Luke “provisional acceptance” and feels that this issue is not vital to how this gospel is interpreted (3). After a brief introduction (1–16), general summaries of each section are followed by added notes on a few key details, with bypassing of many, such as Anna’s 84 years in 2:36–38, and problems of interpretation in 11:5–7. While Evans shows high expertise even when terse, one will find other works explaining far more to make their time fruitful.

- Fitzmyer, Joseph A. The Gospel According to Luke (Anchor Bible). 2 volumes. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1981–85. 1,642 pp. - An internationally known Catholic scholar presents an excellent appraisal of “The Current State of Lukan Studies” (3–34) and has “A Sketch of Lukan Theology” (143–270). In explaining the gospel text, Fitzmyer has often helpful sources on various points. This will rank as one of the best-regarded commentaries at this time from the standpoint of awareness of critical literature and comments reflecting current learning. He gives his own translation and a fairly lucid, detailed exposition that is abreast of language, background, and views. It is a mixed bag with Fitzmyer, though. He often takes views that evangelicals appreciate, such as Jesus’ resurrection body being able to eat food. At other times he stumbles where there are possible solutions, as when he feels that there is no way to harmonize the accounts of Jesus’ resurrection. Indices to both volumes help find material.


Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987. Gooding was formerly Prof. of Greek, Queen’s University, Belfast, and well known in many countries for biblical exposition. His writing of a simplified, flowing explanation is in 362 pp., moving section by section. He often refers to I. H. Marshall’s large work on the Greek text for more detail, as in giving six lines on the Luke 3 genealogy and referring to nine pp. in Marshall (78). He avoids other discussions also, as whether Luke 6 has the same sermon as Matt. 5–7, but says that Jesus, as many preachers, could vary material on different occasions (117–18). He generalizes “mysteries of the kingdom” in Luke 8:4–21 to refer only to “God’s way of salvation is a plan ... which no one would ever have known anything about if God had not revealed it” (140). The commentary seems fair in a number of places checked, but is not as consistently profitable as several others are. Gooding has a similar (440-pp.) work on Acts, True to the Faith (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1990), which is helpful to a pastor in terms of summing up spiritual emphases in passages.

- Green, Joel B. The Gospel of Luke (NICNT). Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997. This work with pp. i-xcii plus 928 replaced Norval Geldenhuys’ effort of 1951. Green puts more focus on literary criticism, narrative criticism, and social-scientific analysis than on earlier issues about historical critical matters, redaction and source criticism, etc. One sees topics such as family allegiances, friendship, purity, and status. He seeks to show OT background for this gospel, and not Mark, or Matthew, or oral tradition. Green sets up a misleading opinion that Luke and those using his work were “not so much concerned with the issue, Did it happen? as with the queries What happened? and what does it all mean? (36). It surely is both. However, he does appear to believe that the details are fact in Luke’s perspective, but thinks Luke is more burdened with how to understand things (20). One can say that Luke saw the two in a necessary balance and need not have any thought of ranking them.

- Griffith-Thomas, W. H. Outline Studies in Luke. A Devotional Commentary. Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1984. 410 pp. This outlines sections, arranges ideas homiletically, gives practical insights, and has crisp simplicity in wording. The author (1861–1924), Welch by birth, was a professor of Systematic Theology at Wycliffe College, Toronto, also a pastor, world conference speaker, writer of many books and a co-founder of Dallas Seminary. He died before he was to become the first professor of Systematic Theology, Dallas Seminary. Here as in Matthew, Romans and Hebrews he offers considerable help for pastors and the gist of things pulled together devotionally for lay people. He is well-known for his devotional work on Genesis.

- Kistemaker, Simon. The Parables of Jesus. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980. A past national president of Evangelical Theological Society deals with all of Jesus’ parables and shows a lucid style, warmth, and broad acquaintance with scholarly writings on his material which is obvious in footnotes. He uses the NIV text. The contribution is very good on background, the main thrust of parables, key expository details, and the practical contribution for life. This is one of the best fairly recent evangelical works on the parables in general (cf. Bailey, Ellisen, Hultgren, Longenecker, etc, under Matthew and Luke).

Liefeld has a generally good introduction with a fine discussion of themes and theology (13 points). He is disappointing in his discussion of distinctive features (p. 798). He can be vague and not nail things down as on baptism with fire (857) and what 16:8b-9, 17:7–10 and 19:11–27 are getting at. Still, in many passages he is helpful on main aspects and clear, giving the expositor aid, mingling informative comment with practical material. He is conservative and premillennial.

- Marshall, 1. Howard. The Gospel of Luke. London: Paternoster, 1977. - One of the leading evangelicals of the British Isles has written this. It was my privilege to read a section before Dr. Marshall sent it to Paternoster. It is a serious attempt to explain verses in detail, with a keen perception of problems and different recent views, and an attempt to take a stand on most issues. The form is somewhat like the ICC, and the author has sought to provide for serious evangelical scholars a technically and exegetically-based answer to Bultmannian-type theories that are destructive to the Gospel’s real authority.

- Martin, John A. “Luke,” in Bible Knowledge Commentary, ed. John F. Walvoord and Roy B. Zuck, Volume II. Wheaton: Victor Books, 1985. - Conservative, premillennial work of a concise yet clear and well-informed nature. Despite the brevity to which he is held, Martin frequently gives views and an assessment, as in mentioning two views on the parables of Luke 15: restoration of a saved person to fellowship or bringing of unsaved people to salvation, the latter of which he favors (p. 244). Usually he has something helpful to say on problem verses.

- Morgan, G. Campbell. The Gospel According to Luke. NY: Revell, 1931. - This is a valuable commentary to have on the English text. It is one of Morgan’s better works in detailed exposition.


- Pate, C. Marvin. Luke (Moody Gospel Commentary). Chicago: Moody, 1995. - Pate devotes 521 pp. to explaining some of the pressing issues in verses, while passing by others with no comment or very general remarks that cover little. He uses transliteration for Greek words. In a dispensational effort, he reasons where relevant for a future restoration of Israel, and often supports Luke’s factual reliability. On certain problems he goes into more detail about views, for example on how the genealogies of Luke 3 and Matthew 1 relate (leaving this unresolved). He takes Matthew 5–7 and Luke 6 as giving versions of the same sermon, with variations explainable. Overall, the book is a fair medium-range survey exposition for those wanting brevity with attention to some of the leading issues.


a lot of good comment and ought to be refreshment amidst other studies. The authors teach at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, South Hampton, MA.

- Tenney, Merrill C. “Luke,” in Wycliffe Bible Commentary, ed. C. F. Pfeiffer and E. F. Harrison. Chicago: Moody, 1962.- Tenney is limited in his space, but usually makes good use of it to explain verses so as to provide help. He is conservative and premillennial. Sometimes he is quite clear, other times one can only guess what he means when he is vague, as when he says that “the kingdom of God is nigh at hand” (21:29) are words complementary to 17:21, “The kingdom of God is within you” (p. 1063). Overall he offers a fairly good commentary for those wanting a brief study with considerable competence behind it.

- Wilcock, Michael. Saviour of the World: The Message of Luke’s Gospel. Downers Grove, IL: IVP. 1979. - In the Bible Speaks Today series, It is a clear, homiletically well-organized 215-pp. exposition of the main thrust in passages, not an attempt at a phrase by phrase commentary. He often shows a refreshingly high view of the gospels, as when he takes the talents (Matthew 25:14–30) and pounds (Luke 19:11–27) to be different though similar parables with complimentary emphases.

### BIBLE.ORG

- Numerous articles On Luke Bible.org - Worlds Largest Bible Study Site

### CRAIG BLOMBERG

- When is a Parallel Really a Parallel? A Test Case: The Lucan Parables (pdf)

### F F BRUCE


### SEPTIMUS BUSS (1906) - 137 page book

- The Trial of Jesus - Excellent resource

### SEPTIMUS BUSS (1906) - 137 page book

- The Trial of Jesus - Excellent resource

### THE TRIAL OF JESUS ARRANGED CONSECUTIVELY FROM THE FOUR GOSPELS

**INTRODUCTION** (note that part of introduction was not copied and thus is missing)

**CHAPTER**

I. **REASONS FOR OPPOSITION TO JESUS**

II. **ORDER FOR ARREST AT THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES (The Oral Law)**
III. ATTEMPTS ON THE LIFE OF JESUS  
IV. THE FOUR MEETINGS OF SANHEDRISTS

APPREHENSION

V. THE FIRST MEETING OF THE SANHEDRIN  
VI. THE SECOND MEETING ON WEDNESDAY BEFORE THE PASSOVER (Judas offers to betray)

VII. THE ARREST IN GETHSEMANE  
VIII. ATTEMPTS AT RESCUE

THE JEWISH TRIAL

IX. THE EXAMINATION BEFORE ANNAS  
X. THE MISHNA  
XI. EXTRACTS FROM THE MISHNA  
XII. BEFORE CAIAPHAS AND THE SANHEDRIN  
XIII. IMPORTANCE OF WITNESSES  
XIV. MANY FALSE WITNESSES  
XV. SECOND STAGE BEFORE CAIAPHAS—TWO WITNESSES  
XVI. YE ARE ALL WITNESSES (The Tetragrammaton)  
XVII. MEETING AT DAYBREAK

THE ROMAN TRIAL

XVIII. THE SUPREMACY OF ROME  
XIX. ACCUSATIO, OR NOMINIS RECEPTIO  
XX. INTERROGATIO  
XXI. EXCUSATIO, OR APOLOGIA  
XXII. SENTENCE OF ACQUITTAL, OR ABSOLUTIO  
XXIII. REMISSION TO HEROD  
XXIV. AFTER PROCEEDINGS  
XXV. SUMMARY

D A CARSON, DOUGLAS MOO

- Luke - Introductory Comments

CYBERHYMNAL

- Cyberhymnal hymns - click "Luke" in left frame for hymns

A M HODGKIN

- Christ in All the Scriptures - scroll down for Luke

JOHN MACARTHUR
Luke Bible Introduction (same one that is in the MacArthur Study Bible)

LIFE APPLICATION BIBLE - Notes on Luke (158 pages) includes nice black and white maps

- Luke Application Study Notes - These are practical notes which help you apply the text.

G CAMPBELL MORGAN

- The Gospel of Luke - 503 page Pdf - James Rosscup writes "This is a valuable commentary to have on the English text. It is one of Morgan’s better works in detailed exposition."

R LARRY OVERSTREET


SERMON ILLUSTRATIONS

- Luke: sermon illustrations (Use "control + F" to find on the page when you open a link)

JAMES STALKER - 356 page book (1894)

THE TRIAL AND DEATH OF JESUS CHRIST: A DEVOTIONAL HISTORY OF OUR LORD’S PASSION

9. **JUDAS ISCARIOT** Matt. 27:3-10; Acts 1:18, 19.
17. **THE FOURTH WORD FROM THE CROSS** Matt. 27:46–9; Mark 15:34–6.

**RAY STEDMAN**


**MYER PEARLMAN**

- [Through the Bible Book by Book - Luke](#)

**WIL POUNDS**

- [The Genealogy of Jesus in Matthew and Luke](#)

**CHARLES SWINDOLL**

- [Luke overview answers these questions: Who Wrote the Book? Where are we? Why is Luke Important? What's the big idea? How do I apply this?](#)
- [Swindoll's Overview Chart of Luke](#)

**JAMES VAN DINE**

- [Analysis of Luke - well done](#)

---

**SERMONS ON LUKE**

**MIKE ANDRUS - sermons (some by Josh Black = JB)**
- Luke 1:26-56 Holy Mary, Mother of God?
- Luke 7:36-50 Have You Miscalculated Your Indebtedness?
- Luke 9:49-62 Is Tolerance a Virtue or a Vice?
- Luke 12:4-12:34 Fear Not - JB
- Luke 12:54-13:9 Why Do Bad Things Happen to Good People?
- Luke 14:1-14 Table Talk
- Luke 14:25-35 Come at All Cost, But Count the Cost
- Luke 16:19-31 Rich Man, Poor Man
- Luke 19:1-10 Zaccheus
- Luke 24 Heartburn: The Antidote to Spiritual Depression

RICH CATHERS - Sermons on Luke - master list

2015 Study

- Luke 1:26-56
- Luke 1:57-80
- Luke 2:1-20
- Luke 2:36-52
- Luke 4:14-21
- Luke 4:31-44
- Luke 5:16-31
- Luke 6:12-16
- Luke 15:25-32
- Luke 16:1-12
- Luke 16:19-31
- Luke 18:9-14
- Luke 18:31-43
- Luke 19:1-10
- Luke 19:28-44
- Luke 19:45-48
- Luke 20:19-26
- Luke 22:14-20

2000 Study

- Luke 1:26-38
- Luke 2:1-20
- Luke 2:36-51
- Luke 3:14-16a
- Luke 3:16b-20
- Luke 4:1-4
- Luke 4:5-8
RON DANIEL

- Sermons on Luke

J LIGON DUNCAN, DEREK THOMAS, DAVID STRAIN, et al

- Scared Stiff by an Angel, Struck Dumb by Unbelief Luke 1:5-25
- Nothing is Impossible with God Luke 1:26-38
- He Will Be Great Luke 1:26-28
- Communion in God's Providence Luke 1:39-45
- Magnificent! Lessons from Mary's Song Luke 1:46-54
- His Name Is John Luke 1:57-66
- The Benedictus Luke 1:67-79
- Lying in a Manger Luke 2:1-7
- It's a Boy! Luke 2:1-7
- Away in a Manger Luke 2:7
- Hillside Shepherds Luke 2:8-20
- Good Christian Men, Rejoice Luke 2:8-11
- It Came Upon the Midnight Clear Luke 2:8-9
- While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by Night Luke 2:8-15
- Pondering These Things in Our Hearts Luke 2:8-20
- Soli Deo Gloria Luke 2:8-16
- Adored by Angels Luke 2:8-14
- The Gloria Luke 2:8-20
- Nine Lessons and Carols - Peace by Piece Luke 2:8-20
- Good Tiding of Great Joy to All People Luke 2:8-20
- God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen Luke 2:10
- Hark! The Herald Angels Sing Luke 2:13-14
- Gloria Luke 2:14
- Jesus: Adored by Shepherds Luke 2:15-21
- Fulfilling the Law-Finding the Messiah Luke 2:21-40
- Nunc Dimittis Luke 2:22-38
- In My Father's House Luke 2:40-52
- It Should Have Been Obvious Luke 2:41-52
- Jesus: Son of David, Son of Abraham, Son of Adam, Son of God Luke 3:23-38
- A Preacher with Power Luke 4:31-44
- When Experience Becomes a Purpose Luke 5:1-11
- Healing and Forgive Luke 5:12-26
- Poor, Hungry, Weeping, Hated Rejected and Blessed! Luke 6:12-22
- Blessed or Cursed? Weal or Woe Luke 6:20-26
- God has Visited His People Luke 7:1-17
- Love for Christ Luke 7:36-50
- Extravagant Love for Jesus #2 Luke 7:36-50
- She Loved Much Luke 7:36-50
- Have You Heard the Word Luke 8:1-15
- Take Care How You Listen Luke 8:16-21
- The Winds and Waves Still Know Luke 8:22-25
- The Man Jesus Renamed Luke 8:26-39
- Are you Laughing or Amazed? Luke 8:40-56
- Scandalous Grace: A Feast for the Wretched Luke 9:10-17
Pulled Away From the One Thing Necessary Luke 10:38-42
It's Not about Martha. It's about You Luke 10:38-42
Don't Stop Praying (and if you have, start again) Luke 11:5-13
A Very Awkward Dinner Conversation Luke 11:37-54
No Fear Luke 12:4-7
What Our Tongues Tell Luke 12:8-12
Life Isn't Stuff (so don't worship Stuff) Luke 12:13-21
The Cure for Covetousness Luke 12:22-34
Be Ready Luke 12:35-48
The Narrow Door Luke 13:22-30
Jesus Cared about the Lord's Day. A lot. Luke 14:1-6
Why was I a Guest? Luke 14:7-15
The Great Banquet Luke 14:12-24
A Father's Prodigal Love for a Prodigal Luke 15:11-32
The Greatest Prodigal of All Luke 15:20-32
Faithful Stewardship as a Mark of Grace Luke 16:1-13
What the Law Shows about Our Hearts Luke 16:14-18
The Poor Man (Who Thought He Was Rich) Luke 16:19-31
One From the Dead Luke 16:19-31
Temptation, Sin and Faith Luke 17:1-6
Attitude Check Luke 17:7-10
Motivation For Missions Luke 17:11-19
Politics Luke 17:20-37
Luke 23:50-56 On The Sabbath They Rested
Luke 24:1-10 Why Celebrate Easter?
Luke 24:1-12 His Resurrection and Mine
Luke 24:13-35 Did Not Our Hearts Burn within Us?
Luke 24:13-27 Seven Miles with Jesus
Luke 24:36-53 I Believe in the Living Christ
Luke 24:36-47 Reading the Bible Differently
Luke 24:36-49 Jesus Stood Among Them
Luke 24:50-53 Carried Up into Heaven

DAN DUNCAN

Luke Sermon Series - Mp3's

ALFRED EDERSHEIM - Life and Times of the Messiah

Luke 11:14-36, Mt 12:22-45 The First Perean Discourses
Luke 12:13-21 Three Parables of Warning to the Nation - The Foolish Rich Man, Barren Fig Tree, Great Supper
Luke 13:6-9 The Barren Fig Tree
Luke 15 Three Parables of the Recovery of the Lord
Luke 16 Unjust Steward...Jewish Notions of Hades
Luke 18:1-14, Mt 18:23-35 The Three Last Parables of the Peraean Series
Luke 22:7-13 Make Ready for Passover
Luke 22 The Paschal Supper
Luke 22:54-71 Before Annas and Caiaphas
Luke 23:26-38 - Crucified, Dead and Buried
Luke 24 On the Third Day He Arose from the Dead

DON FORTNER'S SERMON OUTLINES

Luke - 27 files
DON FORTNER'S SERMONS  Luke-series - 201 files

- Luke 1:1-4 Things Most Surely Believed
- Luke 1:5-12 When God Broke His Silence
- Luke 1:13-17 A Man Filled With the Holy Ghost
- Luke 1:18-25 Unbelief
- Luke 1:26-33 Greatness of our Savior
- Luke 1:31-33 He Shall Be Great
- Luke 1:34-38 How Shall This Be
- Luke 1:46-56 Mary's Song
- Luke 1:57-66 The Hand Of The Lord Was With Him
- Luke 1:67-80 Three Reasons For Praise
- Luke 1:77 Salvation and the Knowledge of It
- Luke 2:1-7 The Birth Of Our Savior
- Luke 2:21-24 According to the Law
- Luke 2:41-52 The Master's Boyhood
- Luke 3:15-20 John the Baptist - A Faithful preacher
- Luke 3:21-38 Lessons From the Master's Baptism
- Luke 5:1 At Thy Word
- Luke 5:17-26 Four of The Most Important Men In The Bible
- Luke 5:18-26 Strange Things
- Luke 5:26 Strange Things
- Luke 5:526 Strange Things
- Luke 5:12-16 How Does A Sinner Approach the Lord
- Luke 5:17-26 Four of the Most Important Men
- Luke 5:26 Strange Things
- Luke 6:1-5 The Second Sabbath After the First
Luke 13:24-30 Strive To Enter In
Luke 13:24 The Strait Gate
Luke 14:1-6 A Day For Mercy
Luke 14:7-11 How must a sinner come to God
Luke 14:12-15 Living For Eternity
Luke 14:15-24 The Great Supper
Luke 14:25-33 The Issue
Luke 14:25-35 The Cost
Luke 15:11-24 Grace - The Prodigal
Luke 15:20 Come On Home
Luke 15:24 The Parable of the Prodigal Son
Luke 15:1-32 Lost and Found
Luke 15:1 Publicans and Sinners Welcome
Luke 15:2 This Man Receiveth Sinners
Luke 15:3-7 The Parable of the Lost Sheep
Luke 15:8-10 The Parable of The Lost Coin
Luke 15:11-24 The Parable of the Prodigal Son
Luke 15:20 And He Kissed Him
Luke 15:22-23 But The Father Said
Luke 15:25-32 The Other Son
Luke 15:32 It Was Meet
Luke 18:15-17 Infants in the Kingdom of God
Luke 18:1-8 The Parable of the Unjust Judge
Luke 18:9-14 Self-righteousness
Luke 18:13-14 How Must A Sinner Approach God
Luke 18:15-17 A Short, but Vital Sermon
Luke 18:18-27 Yet Lackest Thou One Thing
Luke 18:28-34 A Promise, A Prophecy, and A Problem
Luke 18:35-43 Jesus At A Stand
Luke 19:01-10 A Lost Sinner Sought and Saved
Luke 19:5-6 Effectual Calling
Luke 19:10 The Master's Mission
Luke 19:11-27 The Nobleman and His Servants
Luke 19:28-40 King Jesus Riding the Wild Ass's Colt
Luke 19:40 Christ Shall be Worshipped
Luke 19:41-44 He Beheld the City and Wept
Luke 19:45-48 Purging the House of God
Luke 20:9-19 God's Church - His Vineyard
Luke 20:17-18 Fall Upon That Stone
Luke 20:19-26 Of God and Caesar
- Luke 22:14-20 In Remembrance of Me
- Luke 22:21-30 Who is the greatest
- Luke 22:31-62 Peter's Fall and Restoration
- Luke 22:27 Our Savior's Last Lesson
- Luke 22:31-38 He was Reckoned among the Transgressors
- Luke 22:03-06 and 47-54 The Betrayal
- Luke 22:54-62 A Great Sinner and His Great Savior
- Luke 23:33 The Place Called Calvary
- Luke 23:24-49 Beholding These Things
- Luke 23:8-11 Setting Christ at Nought
- Luke 23:39-43 One Taken, the Other Left
- Luke 23:26 A Passer-by Compelled

GOSPEL COALITION

- Sermons on Luke - over 800 (most are Mp3's)

DANNY HALL

- Luke 1:1-4 Seeing the Whole Story
- Luke 1:5-25,57-80 Unfolding of the Story
- Luke 2:1-20 The Scope of the Story
DAVID HOLWICK

- Luke 1:5-20 What about the Old Folks?
- Luke 1:26-38 Open Your Heart To God's Plans
- Luke 1:26-38 Hail, Mary
- Luke 1:28-38 Can God Use a Woman?
- Luke 1:38-46 Mary's Faith
- Luke 1:46-55 Auto-Focus Your Christmas
- Luke 1:67-75 Zech's Song
- Luke 1:76-79 All I Want For Christmas Is ... Peace
- Luke 2:1 Lowly In A Manger
- Luke 2:1-5 Many Peoples, One Truth
- Luke 2:1-7 One Thing Left To Do
- Luke 2:1-7 What If There Was No Christmas?
- Luke 2:4-12 That Silent Night
- Luke 2:4-18 Let's Go To Bethlehem
- Luke 2:7 No Room In the Inn
- Luke 2:8 It Happened At Night
- Luke 2:8-14 Have a Harking Christmas
- Luke 2:8-14 Where's the Peace?
- Luke 2:8-14 Messengers of Joy
- Luke 2:8-16 All I Want For Christmas Is ... Joy
- Luke 2:8-17 Wonder, The Shepherds' Gift
- Luke 2:8-18 Jesus Loved the Little People
- Luke 2:8-20 The Man Who Missed Christmas
- Luke 2:10 What We Bring to the Savior
- Luke 2:14 Peace on Earth, Goodwill to Men
- Luke 2:14 Peace on Earth?
- Luke 2:25-32 The Faithful Will Come
- Luke 2:25-32 All I Want For Christmas Is ... Patience
- Luke 2:36-40 Anna: The Longest Wait
- Luke 2:42-51 What Mary Didn't Know
- Luke 2:51-52 From Blah To Plod
- Luke 2:52 Get Back In Kilter
- Luke 4:14-21 Spiritual Healing
- Luke 4:14-21 Good News for the Poor
- Luke 4:14-21 Heaven on Earth
- Luke 4:14-21 Mending a Broken World
- Luke 5:1-11 Surrender All
- Luke 5:17-26 His Friends Had Faith
- Luke 5:36-39 Can Old Become New?
- Luke 6:17-23 Practical Blessings
- Luke 6:24-26 Woes to the Well-Off
- Luke 6:30-36,38 Give Like God
- Luke 6:37,39-42 Sawdust Inspectors
- Luke 6:43-45 The Tell-Tale Heart
- Luke 7:1-10 Believe He Can Do It
- Luke 7:11-16 The Funeral Crasher
- Luke 7:29-35 What Is It Going To Take?
- Luke 7:36-50 Jesus and Judgmentalism
- Luke 8:1-3 Mary Magdalene: Jesus's Companion
- Luke 8:26-39 What Can Jesus Do To You?
- Luke 8:42b-48 She Touched Him
- Luke 9:51-56 Jesus Said No
- Luke 10:25-37 Called To Care
- Luke 10:25-37 Becoming a Caring Church
- Luke 10:38-42 Mary and Martha
- Luke 11:5-10 Go Ahead and Bother Jesus
- Luke 12:4-7 You Are At Risk
- Luke 12:4-7 Keep Fear Alive
Luke 13:1-5 There's Got To Be A Reason
Luke 14:1-6 Love Trumps All
Luke 14:15-24 Compel Them To Come In!
Luke 15:1-32 Lost Sheep, Coin and Son
Luke 15:11-24 The Prodigal Son
Luke 15:11-32 Our Loving Father
Luke 16:1-9 The Shrewd Manager
Luke 16:19-31 You Can't Cross Over
Luke 17:11-18 Thanks for Nothing
Luke 17:12-19 Jesus and Thanksgiving
Luke 17:20-24 God's Stealth Invasion
Luke 18:1-8 The Unjust Judge
Luke 18:1-8 The Unjust Judge
Luke 18:9-14 The Pharisee and the Tax Collector
Luke 18:9-14 Pharisee and Tax Collector
Luke 18:18-22 What Must I Do To Be Saved?
Luke 18:35-43 Lord, Have Mercy
Luke 19:1-10 Really Repenting
Luke 19:1-10 Words Are Not Enough
Luke 19:1-10 The Wee Little Man
Luke 19:29-36 Triumph or Tragedy?
Luke 22:31-34 Simon Peter
Luke 22:35-38 Taking Up Our Swords
Luke 23:6-12 Herod Antipas
Luke 24:1-8 Early In The Morning
Luke 24:1-11 Easter Isn't Obvious
Luke 24:9-16 Worshipping Weirdness?
Luke 24:13-32 From Brokenness To Exuberance
Luke 24:13-33 Beyond Expectations
Luke 24:44-47 How Jesus Viewed the Bible

JOHNNY SANDERS - see also his commentary

Luke 9:23 Counting the Cost of Discipleship
• Luke 9:23 Our Desire and Devotion to Christ
• Luke 9:23 Saying No To Yourself
• Luke 9:23 The Kingdom Life Disciple
• Luke 14:12-24 No Passport, Just A Table
• Luke 16:19-31 A Story of Hell
• Luke 17:3 Regrets: Bad Choices and Second Chances
• Luke 22 The Devil Desires To Have You
• Luke 24:44-53 Too Good To Be True

HAMPTON KEATHLEY

• The Parables

FRANKLIN L KIRKSEY

• Luke 2:8-20 The Christmas Rush
• Luke 4 Fisherman Becomes Man-Fisher
• Luke 4:1-13 The Righteous One and The Wicked One
• Luke 12:4-7 Heartsick Over Hell
• Luke 15:1-32 Lost, Lost, Lost
• Luke 16:19-31 Life Was Good
• Luke 17:11-19 Thoughts on Thanksgiving
• Luke 23:39-43 The Belief of a Thief

BRYN MACPHAIL

• Luke 1:5-25 The Consequences of Unbelief
• Luke 1:5-25 Touched By An Angel - Part I
• Luke 1:26-38 Touched By An Angel - Part II
• Luke 1:26-38 No Ordinary Child
• Luke 2:1-7 From A Throne To A Feeding Trough
• Luke 2:1-14 Angels In The Field
• Luke 2:8-14 From Fear To Joy
• Luke 2:8-14 Why Christmas Can Always Be Good News
• Luke 2:1-20 Leave Your Job And Worship The Lord
• Luke 2:8-20 Making The Message Known
• Luke 2:41-52 The Time In Between
• Luke 3:1-20 The Keys To Successful Ministry
• Luke 4:1-13 Living By What Is Written
• Luke 4:14-21 The Favourable Year of the Lord
• Luke 5:1-11 Have You Left Everything?
• Luke 5:27-32 Jesus, Our Physician
• Luke 6:1-11 Confused About The Sabbath
- Luke 6:46-49 Jesus, Our Lord
- Luke 7:1-10 The Value of Unworthiness
- Luke 10:38-42 Jesus, Our Teacher
- Luke 12:35-40 Jesus, Our Servant?
- Luke 12:35-40 Be Ready!
- Luke 15 When The Lost Are Found
- Luke 19:1-10 Hurrying To Jesus
- Luke 24 The Empty Tomb & The Fulfilled Promise

DONNIE MARTIN

- Luke 2:1-16 Considerations Concerning the Christ of Christmas
- Luke 9:23 Demands for Dedicated Discipleship
- Luke 17:11-19 Thanksgiving - The Lord and the Lepers

J R MILLER - Devotional Hours

- Luke 1:5-23 The Birth of John the Baptist Foretold
- Luke 1:57-80 The Birth of John the Baptist
- Luke 2:1-20 The Birth of Jesus
- Luke 4:16-60 The Visit to Nazareth
- Luke 7:36-50 The Penitent Woman
- Luke 11:1-13 Jesus Teaching How to Pray
- **Luke 14:1-14 Jesus Dines with a Pharisee**
- **Luke 14:15-24 False Excuses**
- **Luke 15:11-32 The Parable of the Two Sons**
- **Luke 18:35-19:10 Bartimeus and Zacchaeus**
- **Luke 24:1-12 The Resurrection of Jesus**
- **Luke 24:36-53 Jesus Ascends into Heaven**

**J MIKE MINNIX**

- **Luke 2 Jesus Speaks from the Manger**
- **Luke 2:1-14 Baby Talk**
- **Luke 2:41 Looking To Jesus**
- **Luke 2:8-21 An Old Fashioned Christmas**
- **Luke 8:26-39 When God Says No**
- **Luke 13:34-35 Is It Too Late For America?**
- **Luke 15 Joy in the Father's House**
- **Luke 19 What is all the Shouting About?**
- **Luke 22:31-34 The Devil Knows Your Name, but So Does Jesus**
- **Luke 23:29-43 Today You Will Be With Me In Paradise**
- **Luke 23:33-43 At The Cross**

**EDWARD C MITCHELL - from The Parables of the NT Spiritually Unfolded**

- **Luke 14:7-11 Taking the Lowest Seats**
- **Luke 14:16-24 The Excuses - Indifference to the Heavenly Life**
- **Luke 14:28-33 Building a Tower and Making War - The Cost of Regeneration**
- **Luke 15:3-7 The Lost Sheep - The Lord's Saving Love**
- **Luke 15:8-10 The Lord Piece of Silver - The Loss and Recovery of Truth**
- **Luke 15:11-32 The Prodigal Son - The Sinner's Return to the Lord**

**DAVID E OWEN**

- **Luke 1 We Shall Give Him Our Son**
- **Luke 1 I Shall Give Him My Service**
- **Luke 1:26-31 Joy To The World**
- **Luke 1:26-33 Fear Not - God's Plan Includes Jesus**
- **Luke 1:26-49 I Shall Give My Self**
- **Luke 1:26-55 The Considerable Experience of the Christmas Story**
- **Luke 1:5-25 Fear Not - God's Plan Includes John**
- **Luke 2 To The Worshipping Hearts, Jesus Says, Come...Ye Faithful**
- **Luke 2:1-12 Why Did Jesus Come As A Baby?**
- Luke 2:40-52 The Story of Jesus - His Early Years
- Luke 2:49 The Story of Jesus - His Ministry Emphases
- Luke 7:11-17 The Resurrection at Nain
- Luke 17:11-19 Thanking God For His Pardon
- Luke 19:1-10 To The Wanting Heart, Jesus Says, Come Down

**PASTOR LIFE -**

- Behold The Lamb Provided Luke 1:1-20 Todd Morris
- A Life of Total Commitment Luke 1:46-55 Rick Safriet
- Christmas - Praise God Luke 1:8-50 Denis Lyle
- A Savior is Born Luke 2:1-20 Jay Vineyard
- And the Shepherds Returned Luke 2:20 Paul E. Brown
- Behold The Lamb Praised Luke 2:21-38 Todd Morris
- The First Miracle of Christmas Luke 2:6-11 Kenneth Hendricks
- No Room for Jesus Luke 2:7 Paul E. Brown
- Bethlehem's Best: The Shepherd's Story Luke 2:8-20 Donald Cantrell
- Jesus, My All In All Luke 4:14-21 John Bisagno
- Sharing Jesus With Fear Luke 5:1-10 Steve Parr
- Building a Life that will Last Luke 6:46-49 Sammy Burgess
- He's the Master of the Sea Luke 8:22-26 Sammy Burgess
- The Fear Factor Luke 8:40-48 Vince Hefner
- The Sower, The Seed, The Souls Luke 8:4-15 Dennis M. Davidson
- Dwelling in the Land of Desperation Luke 8:41-56 Donald Cantrell
SERMONS - Each link below begins with sermons on verse 1 - click arrow to advance to sermons on next verse

These are older, more "classic" sermons from the Biblical Illustrator

- The Terms of Discipleship Luke 9:57-62 J. Gerald Harris
- Takers, Observers and Givers Luke 10:25-37 J. Gerald Harris
- The Good Samaritan Luke 10:25-37 Dennis M. Davidson
- Risking the Lifeboat Luke 14:15-23 Frank Page
- Jesus, Friend of Sinners Luke 15:1-10 Dennis M. Davidson
- A Lost Child Luke 15:3-32 Ken Hemphill
- Stewards R' Us Luke 16:1-13 James Merritt
- A Scary Story Luke 16:19-31 Vince Hefner
- Regrets: Bad Choices and Second Chances Luke 17:3 Johnny Hunt
- The Forgotten Word Luke 17:7-10 Paul E. Brown
- Don't Lose Heart When You Pray Luke 18:1-8 Sammy Burgess
- Responsible Servants Luke 21:15-17 Dennis M. Davidson
- The Mount of Propitiation Luke 22:33 J. Gerald Harris
- The Downfall of a Disciple Luke 22:54-62 Denis Lyle
- The Place Called Calvary Luke 23:33 Sam Wolfe
- Conclusions From Calvary Luke 23:33-46 Jack Woodard

Luke 1
ALAN STEWART

- Luke 13:4 We Will Never Forget
- Luke 24:11 He Is Risen

MIKE STONE

- Luke 9:23 A Disciple’s Life For Me
- Luke 23:44-46 Live As He Died - Into Thy Hands

TERRY TRIVETTE

- Luke 1:26-38 What a Protestant Sees in the Virgin Mary
- Luke 2:13-15 Angels We Have Heard On High
■ Luke 2:41-49 Where To Find Him When You Find Him Missing
■ Luke 5:36-39 Are You Ready For Something New?
■ Luke 8:41-56 The Touch That Revives Me
■ Luke 11:37-41 Cleanliness is not Next to Godliness
■ Luke 12:15:21 Don't Be A Fool
■ Luke 14:16-24 The Meal No One Can Afford To Miss

COMMENTARIES
ON LUKE

J G BELLET

■ Notes from Meditations on Luke

BIBLICAL ILLUSTRATOR

■ Introduction
■ Luke 1
■ Luke 2
■ Luke 3
■ Luke 4
■ Luke 5
■ Luke 6
■ Luke 7
■ Luke 8
■ Luke 9
■ Luke 10
■ Luke 11
■ Luke 12
■ Luke 13
■ Luke 14
■ Luke 15
■ Luke 16
■ Luke 17
■ Luke 18
■ Luke 19
■ Luke 20
■ Luke 21
■ Luke 22
Luke 23
Luke 24

HORATIUS BONAR

- Luke 4:16-30 The Gracious One and His Gracious Word
- Luke 6:19 Health in Jesus
- Luke 7:36-50 Much Forgiveness, Much Love
- Luke 15:2 Jesus Watching For Sinners
- Luke 15:10 God's Joy Over The Returning Sinner
- Luke 15:20 The Father's Love
- Luke 19:11-27 The Lowest And Highest
- Luke 19:40 Christ Must Have Praise
- Luke 21:28 Signs Of The Times
- Luke 21:36 Deliverance In The Day of The Lord
- Luke 22:18 The New Wine Of The Kingdom
- Luke 22:19-20 The Heavenly Feast
- Luke 124:29 The Disciples' Invitation To The Master

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE COMMENTARY FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
D Edmond Hiebert - Greek text. The work of a famous British scholar of the past century. In spite of its age, the phrase-by-phrase treatment is worth consulting.

CENTURY BIBLE COMMENTARY

- The Gospel of Luke - Chapter 1 (scroll down for all chapters)

JOHN DUMMELOW Commentary
EASY ENGLISH

- Easy English Commentary on Luke's Gospel

EXPOSITOR'S BIBLE Commentary

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24
JAMES FOOTE

- Spurgeon comments: "We frequently consult this work and never without finding in it things new and old. To preachers who will not steal the lectures, but use them suggestively, they will be extremely serviceable." ([Spurgeon - Commenting on Commentaries](https://www.spurgeon.co.uk/spurgeon-commentaries))

DON FORTNER

- Discovering Christ in the Gospel of Luke - Volume 1 - 613 pages

A C GAEBELEIN Annotated Bible

- Introduction
- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
GOTQUESTIONS

- **Gospel of Luke**
- **Who was Luke in the Bible?**
- **What can we learn from the life of Luke?**
- **What are the Synoptic Gospels? What is the Synoptic Problem?**
- **What is the difference between the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of Heaven?**
- **Why are Jesus' genealogies in Matthew and Luke so different?**
- **Questions about Luke**
  - **Luke 1:3** Who was Theophilus at the beginning of Luke and Acts?
  - **Luke 1:6** Who was Elizabeth in the Bible?
  - **Luke 1:19** What does the Bible say about the angel Gabriel?
  - **Luke 2:36-38** Who was Anna the prophetess in the Bible?
  - **Why are Jesus' genealogies in Matthew and Luke so different?**
  - **Luke 4:23** What is the meaning of “Physician, heal thyself”?
  - **Luke 5** What is the meaning of the parables of fasting at the wedding feast, the old cloth, and the wineskins?
  - **Luke 8** - Why are there two demon-possessed men in the Gerasene tombs in Matthew, but only one in Mark and Luke?
  - **Luke 8:41-56** Who was Jairus in the Bible?
  - **Luke 9:23** What did Jesus mean when He said, “Take up your cross and follow Me”? What does it mean to truly follow Christ?
  - **Luke 9:57-58** What does it mean that Jesus had nowhere to lay his head?
  - **Luke 9:60** What did Jesus mean when He said "Let the dead bury the dead"?
  - **Luke 10** What is the meaning of the Parable of the Good Samaritan?
  - **Luke 10:14** Why did Jesus mention Tyre and Sidon?
  - **Luke 11:5-10** What is the meaning of the Parable of the Friend in Need (Persistent Neighbor)?
  - **Luke 12:48** What does it mean that “to whom much is given, much will be required”?
  - **Luke 13:6-9** What is the meaning of the Parable of the Fig Tree?
  - **Luke 13:23-24** Just How Narrow is the Narrow Gate?
  - **Luke 13:20-21** What is the meaning of the Parable of the Leaven?
  - **Luke 13:11** What is a spirit of infirmity?"
  - **Luke 13:18-19** What is the meaning of the Parable of the Mustard Seed?
  - **With all of the different religions, how can I know which one is correct?**
  - **Is Jesus really the only way to Heaven?**
  - **Will more people go to heaven or to hell?**
  - **Why did God make salvation such a narrow path?**
  - **Why is being a good person not enough to get you into heaven?**

[List of questions about various parables and events in Luke's Gospel, such as the Great Banquet, the Prodigal Son, the Ten Minas, etc.]
WILLIAM KELLY

Cyril Barber - An excellent handling of Luke's theme, replete with the author's own translation and an exposition that is at once refreshing and satisfying.

PAUL E. KRETZMANN - Lutheran Perspective
F. B. MEYER - 'Through The Bible' Commentary

- Introduction
- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24
JOHNNY SANDERS - published 2005. Well done


WILLIAM B STEVENS

- The Sower (Matthew 13, Mark 4, Luke 8)
- The Wicked Farmers (Matthew 21:33-44; Mark 12:1-12; Luke 20:9-16)
- The Marriage of the King's Son; The Great Banquet (Matthew 22:2-14; Luke 14:16-24)
- Pounds and Talents (Matthew 25:14-30; Luke 19:12-27)
- The Good Samaritan (Luke 10:30-37)
- The Barren Fig-tree (Luke 13:6-9)
- The Lost Sheep and The Lost Coin (Luke 15:3-10)
- The Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-32)
- The Unjust Steward (Luke 16:1-9)
- The Unjust Judge; The Importunate Friend (Luke 18:1-8; Luke 11:5-8)
- The Pharisee and the Publican (Luke 18:9-14)

JOHN STEVENSON - Studies in the Gospel of Luke - well done - includes charts, pictures

- Luke 1:26-56. The Announcement to Mary
- **Luke 2:41-52.** The Passover Incident
- **Luke 3:1-22.** John the Baptist
- **Luke 4:1-13.** The Wilderness Temptations
- **Luke 4:16-30.** The Announcement at Nazareth
- **Luke 5:1-11.** Fishers of Men
- **Luke 5:12-16.** Cleansing a Leper
- **Luke 5:17-26.** Healing the Paralytic
- **Luke 5:27-39.** Legal Liabilities
- **Luke 6:1-11.** Sabbath Controversies
- **Luke 6:12-16.** The Calling of the Twelve
- **Luke 6:17-49.** The Sermon on the Plain - Teaching to Live By
- **Luke 7:1-10.** The Healing of the Centurion's Servant
- **Luke 7:11-17.** The Raising of the Widow's Son
- **Luke 7:17-35.** John, Jesus and Judgments on a Generation
- **Luke 7:36-50.** The Proud and the Penitent
- **Luke 8:1-21.** People of the Kingdom
- **Luke 8:22-25.** Stilling Storms
- **Luke 8:26-39.** Demons and Deliverance
- **Luke 8:40-56.** Deliverance from Disease and Death
- **Luke 9:1-10.** Sending forth the Twelve
- **Luke 9:10-17.** Feeding the Five Thousand
- **Luke 9:18-27.** The Christ and the Cross
- **Luke 9:27-36.** The Transfiguration
- **Luke 9:37-45.** After the Fireworks
- **Luke 9:46-62.** Disciples of the Kingdom
- **Luke 10:1-24.** The Sending of the Seventy
- **Luke 10:25-42.** Samaritans and Sisters - A Lesson in Love
- **Luke 11:1-13.** Lessons on Prayer
- **Luke 11:14-54.** Evidence and Unbelief
- **Luke 12:1-12.** A Warning Against Hypocrisy
- **Luke 12:13-34.** The Pitfall of Prosperity
- **Luke 12:35-59.** The Readiness of the Righteous
- **Luke 13:1-9.** When Bad Things Happen
- **Luke 13:10-35.** Kingdom Controversies
- **Luke 14:1-24.** Dinner Invitations
- **Luke 14:25-35.** Discipleship - A Question of Commitment
- **Luke 15:1-32.** Lost and Found
- **Luke 17:1-19.** Stumbling Blocks and Stepping Stones
- **Luke 17:20-37.** The Coming Kingdom
- **Luke 18:1-17.** Prayer, Pride and People of the Kingdom
- **Luke 19:1-27.** Friends and Enemies of the Kingdom
- **Luke 19:28-48.** The Triumphant Entry
SERMON BIBLE COMMENTARY

- Introduction
- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24

JOHN TRAPP - Commentary

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7

On what day did Jesus die?
Note: Utley is amilennial. Also be aware that he tends to replace Israel with the Church (see "Replacement theology") even in a straightforward passage such as Ro 11:26-note "all Israel will be saved". Of that passage He comments that one of the possible interpretations is "this refers in some sense to spiritual Israel, the Church (Ed: There is absolutely no justification in the context for this erroneous statement!), then goes on to add "The question of whether those Jews who were "hardened" will have an end time chance to respond cannot be answered from this or any text." (Ed: This latter dogmatic comment is clearly erroneous! Clearly the context is Jesus' Second Coming and the "end times" and the subject is the nation of Israel (if the text is read literally). The only way to misinterpret this passage is to postulate that Paul did not literally mean what he said. Utley has some good material in non-eschatological passages but you need to be aware of his interpretative approach which is at times non-literal. Caveat Emptor!)
LUKE RESOURCES
Chapter and Verse

LUKE 1

- Luke 1 - [MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES](#)

DARRELL BOCK


ROB MORGAN

- Luke 1 - The Historical Reliability of the Bible - The Case for Design
- Luke 1:34-35 The Virgin Birth of Jesus Christ
- Luke 1:26-38 Divine Cartography
- Luke 1:26-38 When an Angel Visits
- Luke 1:26-3:23 Can We Borrow a Little Boy?
- Luke 1:46-55 Mary
- Luke 1:46-55 His Mercy Extended
JOSEPH PARKER

- Luke Commentary - The People's Bible - Click for Index

J VERNON MCGEE


RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 1:5-20, 57-64 Good News for Poor Performers and Splendid Sinners
- Luke 1:26-38 Mary: Believing the Impossible
- Luke 1:33 His Kingdom Will Never End
- Luke 1:33 From Jacob to Jesus
- Luke 1:48-55 Jesus The Revolutionary: Mary's Song
- Luke 1:67-80 Behind The Scenes At Christmastime: Zechariah's Song
- Luke 1:78-79 Sunrise at Bethlehem
- Luke 1:33 From Jacob to Jesus
- Luke 1:48-55 Jesus The Revolutionary: Mary's Song
- Luke 1:67-80 Zechariah's Song

GREG ALLEN

- Luke 1:26-56 Grabbing Ahold of Christmas

DOUG GOINS

- Luke 1:26-38 The Preparation of Mary
- Luke 1:39-56 The Praise of Mary
- Luke 1:52-80 The Praise of Zechariah and Elizabeth

WIL POUNDS

- Luke 1:26-38 Gabriel Came by Today Christmas

BRUCE GOETTSCHE

- Luke 1:28-38 Trying to Enjoy the Season
- Luke 1:28-38 Christmas Surprises

HYMN STORIES
- Luke 1:32  **O Come, O Come, Emmanuel**

**OSWALD CHAMBERS**

- Luke 1:35  **Prayer In The Father's Honor**

**BRUCE GOETTSCHIE**

- Luke 1:46-56  **Keeping Our Focus**

**OCTAVIUS WINSLOW**


**STEVE ZEISLER**


**SCOTT GRANT**

- Luke 1:26-38  **All Is Possible**

**H. P. LIDDON**

- Luke 1:46-48  **Mary, Our Model in Praising God**

**J C PHILPOT**

- Luke 1:78-79  **The Day Spring from on High - 1845**

**ALEXANDER WHYTE**

- Luke 1:35  **That Holy Thing**

---

**LUKE 2**

- Luke 2 - [MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES](#)

**SCOTT GRANT**

- 1 Samuel 2:1-10, Luke 1:46-55  **Hannah and Mary**
MARTIN LUTHER

- Luke 2:1-14 The Birth of Jesus
- Luke 2:15-20 Fruits & Signs of the Power of the Word of God

GREG ALLEN

- Luke 2:8-20 Announcement from Heaven
- Luke 2:10 God's Love In a Manger
- Luke 2:19 Pondering Christmas

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

- Luke 2:7 The Firstborn
- Luke 2:40 Jesus: From Babyhood to Boyhood

BRUCE GOETTSCHE


GRACE GEMS


ROB MORGAN


T. A. GURNEY

- Luke 2:34-35 The Sign and the Sword

HYMN STORIES


RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 2:1-7 I'll Be Home For Christmas
- Luke 2:7 No Crib for a Bed: The God of Every Circumstance
- Luke 2:8-14 Can You Hear the Angels Singing?
- Luke 2:8-11 Christmas Joy
- Luke 2:11 A Savior is Born
- Luke 2:12 Lessons From the Manger
- Luke 2:14 The Impossible Dream: The Angels' Song
- Luke 2:17-20 'Twas the day After Christmas
- Luke 2:21 Eighth Day Savior
- Luke 2:25-35 The Cradle And The Cross: Simeon’s Song

JOHN ANGELL JAMES


H. P. LIDDON

- Luke 2:34 Results of Christ's First Coming

THOMAS WATSON


STEVE ZEISLER


OSWALD CHAMBERS

- Luke 2:49 Prayer In The Father's House

OCTAVIUS WINSLOW

- Luke 2:51 Consider Jesus - in Filial Subjection
- Luke 2:51 Consider Jesus in Filial Subjection

LANCELOT ANDREWS

- Luke 2:12-14 The Sign to the Shepherds

THEODOR CHRISTLIEB

- Luke 2:10-14 The Angels' Message on Christmas Day
LEONARD RAVENHILL


GREG ALLEN


LUKE 4

- Luke 4 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 4:1-14 Led by the Spirit into the Wilderness

ROB MORGAN

- Luke 4 Jesus: Lord of All
- Luke 4:16 What's Wrong With Worshipping At The Lake?

WILLIAM BARRICK

- Luke 4:14-44 A Prophet is Not Without Honor

OCTAVIUS WINSLOW


EDWARD PAYSON

- Luke 4:42 How to Prolong the Gracious Visits of Christ

LUKE 5

- Luke 5 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

RAY PRITCHARD
- Luke 5:17-26 Who Is This Man?

GREG ALLEN
- Luke 5:1-11 Ready to Fish

ROB MORGAN
- Luke 5:27-31 A Taxing Decision

LUKE 6
- Luke 6 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

GARY MEADORS

J G BELLET
- Luke 6:22-23 A Meditation

RAY PRITCHARD
- Luke 6:40 Lessons From the Master Teacher

J. C. RYLE

LUKE 7
- Luke 7 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

SERMONS BY VERSE
Luke 7 Sermons - over 160 messages from older writers

STEVE ZEISLER

- [Luke 7:1-10 Surprised by Faith](#)
- [Luke 7:18-23 What About Doubt?](#)

JOHN MACDUFF

- [Luke 7:13 The Compassion of Jesus](#)

GREG ALLEN

- [Luke 7:1-10 A Faith That Amazes The Savior](#)
- [Luke 7:11-17 Jesus’ Mercy to a Mother](#)
- [Luke 7:36-50 The Woman Who Was Forgiven Much](#)

ROB MORGAN

- Luke 7:30 The God-Planned Life (Mark 3:31-35; ; Ep 5:17; Ro 12:1-2)

PENINSULA BIBLE

- [Luke 7:36-50 When Jesus Met Simple Simon](#) - Ray Stedman Mp3 only

LEONARD RAVENHILL

- [Luke 7:36-47 No Kiss](#)

DAN WESTMAN

- [Luke 7:36-50 Extravagant Love](#)
- [Luke 7:1-10 Marvelous Faith](#)

RAY PRITCHARD

- [Luke 7:36-50 Christ Speaks to the Problem of Spiritual Pride](#)
- [Luke 7:36-50 How to Be a Great Lover](#)
- [Luke 7:48 Rest of Forgiveness](#)

OCTAVIUS WINSLOW

- [Luke 7:37-38 The Tree of Life](#)
JAMES SMITH

- Luke 7:47 Much Love

LUKE 8

- Luke 8 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

SERMONS BY VERSE

- Luke 8 Sermons - over 160 messages from older writers

J C PHILPOT


GEORGE WHITEFIELD

- Luke 8:18 Directions how to hear Sermons

JAMES SMITH

- Luke 8:18 Hearing the Gospel

MARTIN LUTHER

- Luke 8:4-15 The Parable of the Sower

RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 8:46 The Cost of Compassion

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

- Luke 8:45 The Touch of Faith

LUKE 9

- Luke 9 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

BOB DEFFINBAUGH

GEORGE WHITEFIELD

- Luke 9:23 The Extent and Reasonableness of Self-Denial

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN


GREG ALLEN

- Luke 9:57-62 I'd Love To, Lord, But...

RAY PRITCHARD


OSWALD CHAMBERS

- Luke 9:57 The “go” of renunciation

SCOTT GRANT


LUKE 10

- Luke 10 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

STEVE ZEISLER

- Luke 10 What to Rejoice About
- Luke 10:25-37 Won’t You Be My Neighbor?

SAMUEL DAVIES

- Luke 10:41-42 The One Thing Needful
BRUCE GOETTSCHEN

- Luke 10:25-37 Learning to Care for Others

OSWALD CHAMBERS

- Luke 10:19, 20 Am I convinced by Christ?

RAY PRITCHARD


ARTHUR PINK

- Luke 10:30-35 The Good Samaritan

J C RYLE

- Luke 10:26 Bible Reading

SCOTT GRANT

- Luke 10:38-42 One Woman's Journey

JOHN ANGELL JAMES

- Luke 10:38-42 Female Piety

ROB MORGAN

- Luke 10:38-42 The Best Seat is on the Floor
- Luke 10:38-42 One Thing is Needful

GEORGE WHITEFIELD

- Luke 10:42 Care of the Soul urged as the one thing needful

LUKE 11

- Luke 11 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES
Ray Stedman
- Luke 11:1 How Jesus Prayed
- Luke 11:2-4 The Pattern Prayer
- Luke 11:3-4 When Prayer becomes Personal
- Luke 11:5-13 Prayer's Certainties
- Luke 11:29-30,32 The Resurrection of Christ (audio only)

Alexander Whyte
- Luke 11: 1 Lord Teach Us to Pray

J R Miller
- Luke 11 Teach me how to pray, mother!

Rob Morgan
- Luke 11:2-3 Our Daily Bread
- Luke 11 Jesus' Little Sermon on Prayer

William B Stewart
- Luke 11:5-8 The Unjust Judge; The Importunate Friend

Oswald Chambers
- Luke 11:1 What's the good of prayer?
- Luke 11:9 The next best thing to do
- Luke 11:10 The next best thing to do

Hampton Keathley IV

J C Philpot

Edward Payson
LUKE 12

- Luke 12 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

GREG ALLEN
- Luke 12:1-3 The Leaven of Hypocrisy

RAY PRITCHARD

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV

JACK ARNOLD

JAMES SMITH
- Luke 12:32 He will carry the lambs in His arms

GRACE GEMS
- Luke 12:32 Anxiety

JOHN MACDUFF
- Luke 12:32 The Trembling Flock Comforted

OSWALD CHAMBERS
- Luke 12:40 Our Lord's Surprise Visits

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

LEONARD RAVENHILL
Luke 12:49-50 Are we willing to drink His cup?

LUKE 13

- Luke 13 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES

GEORGE WHITEFIELD

- Luke 13:3 A Penitent Heart, the best New Year's Gift

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV

- Luke 13:1-9 The Fig Tree

WILLIAM BACON STEVENS


PHIL NEWTON

- Luke 13:22-30 The Narrow Door

J C RYLE

- Luke 13:24 Self-Effort

ON SITE


LUKE 14

- Luke 14 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES
- Luke 14 - Sermons by Verse - older expositors

SERMONS BY VERSE

- Luke 14 Sermons - over 160 messages from older writers

STEVEN LAWSON - Mp3 Only - Prepare to be challenged!
- Luke 14:25-35 The Cost of Discipleship 1 - 64 minutes

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV

- Luke 14:15-24 Counting the Cost

L.E. MAXWELL

- Luke 14:26 The Cross and Relationships (includes several real life examples)

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

- Luke 14:15, 27 The Kingdom 3: The Oath of Allegiance
- Luke 14:33 The Terms Of Discipleship
- Luke 14:15, 27 The Kingdom 3: The Oath of Allegiance
- Luke 14:33 The Terms Of Discipleship

JACK ARNOLD

- Luke 14:15-24 The Parable of the Willing Father

DAVE ROPER

- Luke 14: The Making of a Disciple

EDWARD C MITCHELL - from The Parables of the NT Spiritually Unfolded

- Luke 14:7-11 Taking the Lowest Seats
- Luke 14:16-24 The Excuses - Indifference to the Heavenly Life

GEORGE WHITEFIELD


DAVID PLATT


GREG ALLEN

OSWALD CHAMBERS

- Luke 14:26, 27, 33 The Conditions of Discipleship
- Luke 14:28 Building for eternity

ANDREW MURRAY

- Luke 14:11, 18:14 Humility And Exaltation
- Luke 14:33 The New Life - Undivided Consecration

DAVID WILKERSON

- Luke 14:26 Consumed with Christ

LUKE 15

- Luke 15 - MULTIPLE SERMONS AND COMMENTARIES
- Luke 15 - Sermons by Verse - older expositors

RAY STEDMAN

- Luke 15:1-7 God and the Unthinking
- Luke 15:8-10 God and the Neglected

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV

- Luke 15 The Lost Sheep, Coins and Sons

SCOTT GRANT

- Luke 15: Coming Home

ANDY BURNHAM

- Luke 15:11-32 God's Heart for the Lost

JACK ARNOLD

- Luke 15:1-7 The Parable of the Searching Father
- Luke 15:8-10 The Parable of the Seeking Spirit
RAY STEDMAN

- Luke 16:1-14 Get Smart with Money
- Luke 16:19-31 The Main Thing

DAVID DE SILVA


DENNIS IRELAND

- Luke 16:1-13 A History of Recent Interpretation of the Parable of the Unjust Steward (pdf)

RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 16:19-31 Playing with Fire: Can We Still Believe in Hell?

JONATHAN EDWARDS

- Luke 16:16 Pressing into the Kingdom of God
- Luke 16:31 Warnings of Scripture... Conversion of Sinners

ROB MORGAN


HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV


J C PHILPOT

- Luke 16:15 That which is highly esteemed among men

MICHAEL ANDRUS


GENE BROOKS
- **Luke 16:19-31: Hell: That Theological Place of Permanent Punishment**

**J. C. RYLE**

- **Luke 16:19-23 Riches and Poverty**

**MULTIPLE ARTICLES RELATED TO HELL** - Luke 16:19-31 - some journal articles, some sermons

- **Jesus' View of Eternal Punishment** - Robert L. Thomas - 31 pp
- **Hell: Never, Forever, or Just for Awhile** - Richard Mayhue - 162 pp
- **Paul's Concept Of Eternal Punishment** - James Rosscup - 24 pp
- **Eternal Punishment In John’s Revelation** - Trevor P Craigen, 13 pp
- **A Kinder, Gentler Theology Of Hell?** - Larry D. Pettegrew, 17 pp
- **The Problem of Eternal Punishment** - J I Packer - 7pp
- **Luke 16:19-31 A Great Chasm Fixed** - Steven Cole

---

**LUKE 17**

**RAY STEDMAN**

- **Luke 17:1-10 On Living Together**

**ROB MORGAN**

- Luke 17 The Combination to the Safe of Sensational Living

**HAMPSON KEATHLEY IV**

- **Luke 17:7-10 The Unprofitable Servant**

**BRUCE GOETTSCHE**

- **Luke 17:11-19 Cultivating a Grateful Heart**

**RAY PRITCHARD**

- **Luke 17:11-19 Where are the Nine?**

**JOEL BUDREAU**

- **Luke 17:11-19 Give Thanks to God**
GREG ALLEN
- Luke 17:11-19 Where Are His Thanks?

JAMES SMITH
- Luke 17:17 The Ungrateful

JONATHAN EDWARDS

LUKE 18

J. C. RYLE
- Luke 18:1 Prayer
- Luke 18:1 Call to Prayer

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN
- Luke 18:1 Prayer or Fainting
- Luke 18:14 Exaltation and Humbling

MARTYN-LLOYD JONES
- Luke 18:1 Jesus on Prayer (scroll down)

RAY STEDMAN

WILLIAM B STEWART
- Luke 18:1-8 The Unjust Judge; The Importunate Friend

RAY PRITCHARD
- Luke 18:9-14 A Good Man Lost and a Bad Man Saved
- Luke 18:9-14 How to be Right With God
- Luke 18:18-27 - When Having It All Is Not Enough
ANDREW MURRAY

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV
- Luke 18:1-8 The Unjust Judge and the Persistent Widow
- Luke 18:9-14 The Pharisee and the Publican

BOB HOEKSTRA
- Luke 18:11, 14 Contrasting Results for Self-Exaltation and Humility

MARTIN LUTHER
- Luke 18:9-14 The Pharisee & The Publican

RAY STEDMAN

THOMAS BROOKS
- Luke 18:11-12 A Cooler Hell

GEORGE WHITEFIELD
- Luke 18:14 The Pharisee and the Publican

ROB MORGAN
- Luke 18:18-24 One Thing I Lack

OSWALD CHAMBERS
- Luke 18:1 What to pray for
- Luke 18:22 Are you discouraged in devotion?
- Luke 18:23 Have you ever been expressionless with sorrow?
- Luke 18:31 The Big Compelling Of God
- Luke 18:31 The missionary’s goal
- Luke 18:31, 34 The baffling call of God
- Luke 18:41 What Do You Want The Lord to Do for You?

J G BELLET
LUKE 19

ALFRED EDERSHEIM

- The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah - In Jericho And At Bethany - Jericho - A Guest With Zacchæus - The Healing Of Blind Bartimæus - The Plot At Jerusalem - At Bethany, And In The House Of Simon The Leper

BRUCE GOETTSCHÉ

- Luke 19 Close, But No Cigar

OCTAVIUS WINSLOW

- Luke 19:5, 7 Jesus the Sinner's Guest

SCOTT GRANT


RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 19:11-27 Investing in the Kingdom

GEORGE WHITEFIELD

- Luke 19:9-10 The Conversion of Zacchæus

EDWARD PAYSON

- Luke 19:10 Christ, the Saviour of the Lost

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

- Luke 19:10 The Ethic and Evangel of Jesus

J. C. RYLE

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV


BRUCE GOETTSCHIE


RAY STEDMAN


OSWALD CHAMBERS

- Luke 19:42 If Thou Hadst Known!

LUKE 20

RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 20:27-40 Can We Still Believe in Life After Death-

HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV

- Luke 20:9-18 The Rejected Son

EDWARD PAYSON

- Luke 20:36 Equality of Men with Angels

LUKE 21

JAMES SMITH


HAMPTON KEATHLEY IV

- Luke 21:29-33 The Parable of the Fig Tree

OSWALD CHAMBERS
LUKE 22

BRUCE GOETTSCHE


BOB DEFFINBAUGH

- Luke 22:1-23 The Last

J C PHILPOT


ANDREW MURRAY


JAMES SMITH


RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 22:31-32 Faithful to the Fallen
- Luke 22:31-34 Why God Allows Good Men to Fall

G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

- Luke 22:37 Christ and Sinner-Identified and Separate

JOHN FLAVEL


JONATHAN EDWARDS


OSWALD CHAMBERS
- Luke 22:28 Do you continue to go with Jesus?
- Luke 22:53 Reconciling one’s self to the fact of sin

ANDREW MURRAY


LUKE 23

RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 23:34 Forgiving the Unforgivable - article
- Luke 23:34 Forgiving the Unforgivable - sermon
- Luke 23:46 A Time to Die

HORATIUS BONAR


BRUCE GOETTSCHE


GRACE GEMS

- Luke 23:34 Forgiveness of Sin at the Foot of the Cross

PAUL TAYLOR

- Luke 23:34 Forgiveness From the Cross
- Luke 23:43 Paradise Through the Cross

DAN WESTMAN

- Luke 23:32-43 The Savior We Need

JOHNNY SANDERS - see also his commentary

OCTAVIUS WINSLOW

- Luke 23:34 Consider Jesus in the Forgiveness of Injury

J. C. RYLE


DWIGHT L MOODY


LUKE 24

RAY PRITCHARD

- Luke 24:1-3 Good News From the Graveyard
- Luke 24:1-12 Easter Questions (scroll to top of page)

BRUCE GOETTSCHE


WILLIAM BARRICK


BOB DEFFINBAUGH


ROBERT MORGAN

- Luke 24:31 The Four-Sided Savior

OSWALD CHAMBERS

- Luke 24:21 The Discipline of Dejection
- Luke 24:32 The Burning Heart
- Luke 24:26 His Resurrection Destiny
- Luke 24:51 His Ascension and Our Union
G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

- Luke 24:32 The Burning of Heart

CHARLES STANLEY

- Luke 24:44-49 A Call to Repentance

GEORGE FULLER

- Luke 24:50 The Life of Jesus, After the Ascension (pdf)

NET BIBLE NOTES
Gospel of Luke

Excellent resource, includes NETBible notes and Thomas Constable's notes both of which synchronize with the Scripture translation of your choosing. Very nice study tool!
OUR DAILY BREAD
DEVOTIONALS ON LUKE

- Luke 1
  - Luke 1:5-17
  - Luke 1:26-45
  - Luke 1:26-38
  - Luke 1:26-38
  - Luke 1:26-38
  - Luke 1:26-38
  - Luke 1:34-41
  - Luke 1:37
  - Luke 1:46-55
- Luke 2
  - Luke 2:1-10
  - Luke 2:1-12
  - Luke 2:1-14
  - Luke 2:1-14
  - Luke 2:1-14
  - Luke 2:6-14
  - Luke 2:8-10
  - Luke 2:8-14
  - Luke 2:8-14
  - Luke 2:8-14
  - Luke 2:8-14
  - Luke 2:8-14
- **Luke 12:16-21**
- **Luke 12:22-31**
- **Luke 12:22-34**
- **Luke 12:33**
- **Luke 12:35-40**
- **Luke 13**
- **Luke 13:1-5**
- **Luke 14**
  - **Luke 14:1-14 A New Tradition**
  - **Luke 14:7-14 I'll Pay You Later**
  - **Luke 14:7-14 Radical And Upside-Down**
  - **Luke 14:7-14 Guest List**
  - **Luke 14:7-14 Who's On My Guest List?**
  - **Luke 14:11 Humility's Reward**
  - **Luke 14:12-24 The Poor Man's Banquet**
  - **Luke 14:23 Bring Them In!**
  - **Luke 14:25-35 The Last Few Pounds**
  - **Luke 14:25-35 One Passion**
  - **Luke 14:25-33 What's The Cost?**
  - **Luke 14:25-33 Counting The Cost**
  - **Luke 14:25-35 Killer Plants**
  - **Luke 14:25-35 The Last Few Pounds**
  - **Luke 14:26 A DISCIPLE’S LOVE**
  - **Luke 14:26-27 Is Christ Worth It?**
  - **Luke 14:28 Saying Yes To Jesus**
  - **Luke 14:33 Sacrificial Giving**
- **Luke 15**
  - **Luke 15 When The Lost Is Found**
  - **Luke 15:1-7 Lessons From A Shepherd**
- Luke 17:1-6 Crisis Of Faith
- Luke 17:1-10 Forgiving Clubs
- Luke 17:6 Unanswered Prayers
- Luke 17:6-10 Nothing But Grace
- Luke 17:10 An Attitude Problem
- Luke 17:11-19 Why Me?
- Luke 17:15 Greatness of Gratitude
- Luke 17:15 Not Even A Nod

- Luke 18
  - Luke 18:9-14
  - Luke 18:9-14
  - Luke 18:9-14
  - Luke 18:9-14
  - Luke 18:27

- Luke 19
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:1-10
  - Luke 19:5
  - Luke 19:5
  - Luke 19:8
  - Luke 19:8
  - Luke 19:10
  - Luke 19:10
  - Luke 19:10
  - Luke 19:10
J J VAN OOSTERZEE, D. D.

Lange's Commentary on the Holy Scriptures - 1861.

Spurgeon writes "Oosterzee in Lange is excellent."
In keeping with the series to which it belongs, the massive material is presented in three parts: exegetical and critical, doctrinal and ethical, and homiletical and practical. Conservative in viewpoint. Valuable for those willing to dig into its vast stores of material, much of which is definitely dated.

- Introduction
- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24

JOSEPH PARKER

The People's Bible

Commentary on the Gospel of Luke

Some chapters do not have comments by Parker.
JOHN PIPER
SERMONS ON LUKE

- Luke 1:5-25 How Not to Talk to an Angel
- Luke 1:26-38 The Virgin Birth of the Son of God
- Luke 1:26-38 The Child to Be Born Will Be Called Holy--the Son of God
- Luke 1:26-37 Christ Conceived By the Holy Spirit
- Luke 1:24-45 The Baby in My Womb Leaped for Joy - Desiring God
- Luke 1:46-55 Meditation on the Magnificat
- Luke 1:67-79 Jesus Is the Horn of Salvation
- Luke 2:1-20 A Big God for Little People Seven Christmas Eve Meditations
- Luke 2:21-40 Simeon's Farewell to the World
- Luke 2:36-38 Fasting for the King's Coming
- Luke 2:41-52 The Son of God At 12 Years Old
- Luke 8:4-18 Take Care How You Listen! - 1
Rosscup comments: This used to be often considered the best older commentary on the Greek. (Rosscup, J. Commentaries for Biblical Expositors)

D. D. Salmond - It is distinguished throughout by learning, sobriety of judgment, and sound exegesis. It is a weighty contribution to the interpretation of the third Gospel, and will take an honorable place in the series of which it forms a part.

The Herald and Presbyter - We are pleased with the thoroughness and scientific accuracy of the interpretations. . . . It seems to us that the prevailing characteristic of the book is common sense, fortified by learning and piety.

J. H. Thayer - It is a valuable and welcome addition to our somewhat scanty stock of first-class commentaries on the third Gospel. By its scholarly thoroughness it well sustains the reputation which the International Series has already won.

Cyril Barber - A most exhaustive and helpful treatment of the Greek text.

- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24

E H PLUMPTRE, D.D.
The Gospel According to St Luke

- Introduction
- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
- Luke 7
- Luke 8
- Luke 9
- Luke 10
- Luke 11
- Luke 12
- Luke 13
- Luke 14
- Luke 15
- Luke 16
- Luke 17
- Luke 18
- Luke 19
- Luke 20
- Luke 21
- Luke 22
- Luke 23
- Luke 24

PULPIT COMMENTARY
Expositional Commentary on Gospel of Luke

Exposition and Homilies. Scroll down each page for homilies

- Introduction
- Luke 1
- Luke 2
- Luke 3
- Luke 4
- Luke 5
- Luke 6
A. T. ROBERTSON

Word Pictures on Luke

Notes on original Greek text


[Luke 1](#)
[Luke 2](#)
[Luke 3](#)
[Luke 4](#)
[Luke 5](#)
[Luke 6](#)
[Luke 7](#)
[Luke 8](#)
[Luke 9](#)
[Luke 10](#)
[Luke 11](#)
[Luke 12](#)
[Luke 13](#)
[Luke 14](#)
DON ROBINSON
The Gospel of Luke
Sermons

- Luke 1:4 Things That Are Certain
- Luke 1:5 John the Baptist
- Luke 2:1-7 No Room at the Inn
- Luke 2:1-7; 21 His Name Was Called Jesus
- Luke 2:10-11 Good News
- Luke 6:38 Promise Giving
- Luke 7:11-17 Power of Life
- Luke 8:11 The Bible as Seed
- Luke 8:26-40 Graveyard Prayer Meeting
- Luke 8:40-42; 49-56 A Great Father
- Luke 10:25-37 Becoming a Caring Church (pt 1)
- Luke 10:25-37 Becoming a Caring Church (pt 2)
- Luke 11:13 Meet Yourself in the Parables
- Luke 12:16-21 Fool's Harvest
- Luke 12:16-21; 36-40 Safeguards of Stewardship
- Luke 12:16-21 The High Cost of Being Lost
Luke 12:54-57 What is Right?
Luke 15:10 Joy in Heaven
Luke 15:11-24 Father's Day
Luke 15:11-24 The Father is Still Waiting
Luke 16:19-31 Three Things in Hell
Luke 16:19-31 If They Believe not the Bible
Luke 16:22-31 The Man In Hell Never Asked
Luke 17:3-10 Growing in Forgiveness
Luke 17:11-19 Where Are the Nine?
Luke 17:11-19 Sin of Ingratitude
Luke 19:1-10 Why Did Jesus Come?
Luke 19:10 Four Great Losses
Luke 23:44-46 Into Thy Hands
Luke 23:33-43 Look To Calvary
Luke 24:44-49 The Great Commission, the Message
Luke 24:47 Unconditional Forgiveness

RON RITCHIE
SERMONS ON LUKE

Luke 1:1-38 Christmas: A Season of Mystery,
Luke 1:39-80 Christmas: A Season of Joyful Song
Luke 2:21-38 Is There a Light at the End of the Tunnel?
Luke 2:39-52 Parents! Where Are Your Children?
Luke 3:1-20 Can We Hope to Start Our Lives Over?
Luke 3:21-38 How Can We Know That Jesus is the Son of God?
Luke 4:14-30 How Should We Respond to Open Doors, Closed Hearts?
Luke 4:16-21 Jesus: Born to Serve
Luke 4:31-44 How Should We Respond to a Sick Society?
- **Luke 19:28-44 That First Palm Sunday**
- **Luke 19:45-20:26 The Need for Cleansing**
- **Luke 20:27-47 Do You Believe in the Resurrection From the Dead?**
- **Luke 21:1-19 ...the Sign of the End of the Age?**
- **Luke 21:20-36 ...the Second Coming of Jesus?**
- **Luke 22:39-46 Pray That You May Not Enter Into Temptation!**
- **Luke 22:47-62 Have You Ever Been Tempted to Deny You are a Disciple of Jesus?**
- **Luke 22:63-23:25 ...The Trial of Jesus**
- **Luke 23:26-49 Why Did Jesus Die on a Roman Cross?**
- **Luke 24:13-35 Hope on the Road of Despair**
- **Luke 24:36-43 Have You Every Doubted Jesus Arose From the Dead?**
- **John 21:1-19 The Breakfast of Cleansing,**

---

**J C RYLE**

*The Gospel of Luke Commentary*

**Excellent Pithy Exposition**

- **Preface**
- **Luke 1**
- **Luke 2**
- **Luke 3**
- **Luke 4**
- **Luke 5**
- **Luke 6**
- **Luke 7**
- **Luke 8**
- **Luke 9**
- **Luke 10**
- **Luke 11**
- **Luke 12**
- **Luke 13**
- **Luke 14**
- **Luke 15**
- **Luke 16**
- **Luke 17**
- **Luke 18**
- **Luke 19**
- **Luke 20**
- **Luke 21**
Charles H. Spurgeon writes that Horae Homileticae are "Not Commentaries, but we could not exclude them. They have been called "a valley of dry bones": be a prophet and they will live." (Commenting on Commentaries)

John Piper says that Horae Homileticae "is the best place to go for researching Simeon's theology. You can find his views on almost every key text in the Bible. He did not want to be labeled a Calvinist or an Arminian. He wanted to be Biblical through and through and give every text its due proportion, whether it sounded Arminian as it stands or Calvinistic. But he was known as an evangelical Calvinist, and rightly so. As I have read portions of his sermons on texts concerning election and effectual calling and perseverance he is uninhibited in his affirmation of what we would call the doctrines of grace... What Simeon experienced in the word was remarkable. And it is so utterly different from the counsel that we receive today that it is worth looking at." (Brothers, We Must Not Mind a Little Suffering) (Bolding added)

Who's Who in Christian History says that "If Wilberforce is the most famous evangelical layman in the Church of England, then Simeon is the most famous evangelical clergyman." (Bolding added)

Paul Mizzi notes that "Hours and hours of toil and labour have produced this veritable treasure, full of scholarship and intellectual endeavour." (Truth for Today) (Bolding added)

B. B. Siegel notes that "One can easily find suggestive and practical helps in the preparation of sermons, devotional talks, young people's messages, prayer meeting talks, Sunday School lessons and personal Bible study. The study of these outlines will contribute greatly to expository preaching. It is a wonderful book for your library." (Bibliotheca Sacra Volume 112: page 458, October, 1955) (Bolding added)
Luke 1:67-75 The Son of Zacharias

**Luke 2**
Luke 2:10, 11 Christ's Incarnation Glad Tidings to All
Luke 2:13, 14 The Angel's Song
Luke 2:15 Inquiry into the Gospel Recommended
Luke 2:21 The Circumcision of Christ
Luke 2:25 Christ the Consolation of Israel
Luke 2:34, 35 The ends and Effects of Christ's Exhibition to the World
Luke 2:49 Christ's Early Habits

**Luke 3**
Luke 3:4-6 Ministry of John the Baptist
Luke 3:10,11 Liberality to the Poor
Luke 3:10-14 Practical Duties Enforced
Luke 3:19, 20 The Imprisonment of John
Luke 3:21, 22 The Descent of the Spirit

**Luke 4**
Luke 4:21, 22 Our Lord's First Sermon at Nazareth
Luke 4:23 Physician, Heal Thyself
Luke 4:38, 39 Peter's Wife's Mother Cured

**Luke 5**
Luke 5:8-11 The Draught of Fishes
Luke 5:27-29 The Call of Matthew
Luke 5:36-38 The New Wine and Old Bottles

**Luke 6**
Luke 6:12, 13 The Apostles Chosen
Luke 6:19 The Analogy Between Bodily and Spiritual Cures
Luke 6:20-26 True Happiness Stated
Luke 6:43-45 The Tree Known by its Fruits
Luke 6:46 The Folly of a Fruitless Profession

**Luke 7**
Luke 7:6, 7 The Centurion's Servant Healed
Luke 7:14-16 The Widow's Son Raised
Luke 7:31, 32, 35 The Perverse Children
Luke 7:40-42 The Insolvent Debtors
Luke 7:50 The Sinner's Fate

**Luke 8**
Luke 8:16-18 The Lighted Candle
Luke 8:18 Directions How to Hear Sermons
Luke 8:50 Jairus' Daughter Healed
Luke 9
- Luke 9:55 Against Mistaking Our Own Spirit
- Luke 9:62 Against a Disposition to Relinquish the Lord's Service

Luke 10
- Luke 10:10-16 The Danger of Rejecting the Gospel
- Luke 10:30-35 The Good Samaritan
- Luke 10:41, 42 Martha and Mary's Characters Compared
- Luke 10:42 One Thing Needful

Luke 11
- Luke 11:1 Forms of Prayer, Good
- Luke 11:5-8 The Force of Importunity
- Luke 11:9,10 Importunity Encouraged
- Luke 11:21, 22 The Strong Man Armed
- Luke 11:27, 28 The Blessedness of the True Christian

Luke 12
- Luke 12:1 Caution Against Hypocrisy
- Luke 12:4,5 God to be Feared, but Not man
- Luke 12:15 Caution Against Covetousness
- Luke 12:50 The Bloody Baptism of our Lord
- Luke 12:57 Judging What is Right

Luke 13
- Luke 13:5 Repentance
- Luke 13:7-9 The Barren Fig-Tree
- Luke 13:15, 16 The Infirm Woman Cured
- Luke 13:30 The Last First, and the First Last

Luke 14
- Luke 14:7-10 The Ambitious Guest
- Luke 14:12-14 Liberality to the Poor Recommended
- Luke 14:28-33 The Foolish Builder and the Inconsiderate King

Luke 15
- Luke 15:3-7 The Lost Sheep
- Luke 15:8-10 The Lost Piece of Silver
- Luke 15:10 Angels Rejoice Over Penitents
- Luke 15:23, 24 The Prodigal Son
- **Luke 16**
- Luke 16:8 The Unjust Steward
- Luke 16:16 Pressing into the Kingdom
- **Luke 17**
- Luke 17:5, 6 The Importance of Faith
- Luke 17:10 The Obedient Servant
- Luke 17:17, 18 The Ten Lepers Healed
- Luke 17:26-30 Suddenness of Christ's Second Coming
- Luke 17:32 Lot's Wife
- **Luke 18**
- Luke 18:1 The Duty of Persevering in Prayer
- Luke 18:6-8 The Importunate Widow
- Luke 18:13, 14 The Pharisee and the Publican
- Luke 18:31-34 Christ Foretells His Own Sufferings
- **Luke 19**
- Luke 19:9 The Conversion of Zaccheus
- Luke 19:10 The End For Which the Son of Man Came
- Luke 19:12, 13 The Pounds
- Luke 19:12, 14 The Rebellious Citizens
- Luke 19:26 Talents Lost, If Not Improved
- Luke 19:37, 38 Our Lord's Triumphant Entry Into Jerusalem
- Luke 19:40 Our Duty Towards the Lord Jesus Christ
- Luke 19:41, 42 Christ's Compassion to Lost Sinners
- **Luke 20**
- Luke 20:15 The Wicked Husbandmen
- Luke 20:17, 18 The Rejected Corner Stone
- **Luke 21**
- Luke 21:29-31 The Budding Fig-Tree
- **Luke 22**
- Luke 22:14-16 Our Lord's Eating the Last Passover with His Disciples
- Luke 22:61, 62 Peter's Fall and Repentance
- **Luke 23**
- Luke 23:12 Herod's Reconciliation With Pilate
- Luke 23:31 The Green and Dry Tree
- Luke 23:34 Christ Interceding For His Enemies
- Luke 23:42, 43 Our Lord's Answer to the Penitent Thief

- **Luke 24**
- Luke 24:46, 47 The Gospel to Be First Preached at Jerusalem

---

**ROB SALVATO**

**SERMONS ON LUKE**

- Luke 1:26-38 All Because Of Grace
- Luke 5:12-16 The Cleansing Of The Leper
- Luke 5:17-26 Jesus Is In The House
- Luke 6:12-16 he Calling Of The Twelve
- Luke 6:37-45 Are We To Judge?
- Luke 7:1-17 He Still Moves Stones
- Luke 7:17-35 The Dungeon Of Doubt
- Luke 7:36-50 Forgiveness And Rest
- Christ a Sign Spoken Against. Luke 2:34,35.

R C SPROUL
DEVOTIONALS
GOSPEL OF LUKE

- Luke 1:5–38 Angels as Messengers
- Luke 1:26–38 Spirit-Conceived and Virgin-Born
- Luke 1:76–77 Salvation from the Old Evils
- Luke 2:11 Savior
- Luke 7:1–10 The Standard of Truth
Luke 7:1-10 The Authority of the Bible
Luke 8:1–3 Many Generous Women
Luke 8:40–56 Jarius’ Daughter
Luke 10:17–20 Victory over Satan
Luke 10:25–37 Jesus and Authority
Luke 11:1 Teach Us to Pray
Luke 11:1–4 The Lord’s Prayer
Luke 11:2a Our Father
Luke 11:2a Hallowed Be Your Name
Luke 11:2b Your Kingdom Come
Luke 11:3–4a Bread and Forgiveness
Luke 11:5–13 Turning Adversity to Good
Luke 12:34 Valuing Goods and Services
Luke 14:25–33 Pragmatism
Luke 14:25–33 Planning to Grow
Luke 14:25–33 Planning to Grow
Luke 14:25–33 Planning to Grow
Luke 15 Seeking the Lost
Luke 15:11–31 Embracing the Penitent
Luke 16:16 The Christian’s Chief Goal
Luke 16:19–31 The Point of No Return
Luke 17:7–10 Remembering Who We Are
Luke 17:7–10 A Gift to Unworthy Servants
Luke 17:11–19 Giving Thanks
Luke 17:20–21 The Gospel of the Kingdom
Luke 18:9–14 Faith and Repentance
Luke 20:9–18 Jesus Our Cornerstone
Luke 22:14–20 The Bread and the Cup
Luke 24:13–35 The Road to Emmaus
Luke 24:13–34 The Christ of the Prophets
C. H. SPURGEON
All of his Sermons
On the Gospel of Luke

- Luke 1:17 A People Prepared for the Lord
- Luke 1:18, 34 A Distinction with a Difference
- Luke 1:32 He Shall Be Great
- Luke 1:46 The Keynote of a Choice Sonnet
- Luke 1:46, 47 Mary’s Magnificat
- Luke 1:46, 47 Mary’s Song
- Luke 1:46-47 A Harp of Ten Strings
- Luke 1:53 Alto and Bass
- Luke 1:79 The Tender Mercy of Our God
- Luke 1:53 The Hungry Filled, the Rich Emptied
- Luke 1:78 God’s Tender Mercy
- Luke 2:7 No Room for Christ in the Inn
- Luke 2:10 The Great Birthday
- Luke 2:10 God Incarnate, the End of Fear
- Luke 2:10-12 Joy Born at Bethlehem
- Luke 2:14 The First Christmas Carol
- Luke 2:15 A Visit to Bethlehem
- Luke 2:25 Simeon
- Luke 2:29-30 Nunc Dimittis (to Send Away)
- Luke 2:29, 30 Simeon’s Swan Song
- Luke 2:30 Christ Seen As God's Salvation
- Luke 2:32 Christ, the Glory of His People
- Luke 2:34 Christ—The Fall and Rise of Many
- Luke 2:44 Supposing Him to Have Been in the Company
- Luke 2:44-46 A Lost Christ Found
- Luke 2:48, 49 The First Recorded Words of Jesus
- Luke 2:49 Christ About His Father's Business
- Luke 3:16 Loosening the Sandal Strap
- Luke 4:28-30 Nazareth Or Jesus Rejected by His Friends
Luke 5:5 “At Your Word”
Luke 5:5 “Nevertheless at Your Word”
Luke 5:8 Peter's Prayer
Luke 5:16-26 Carried by Four
Luke 5:17 “Sitting By”
Luke 5:18-20 Good Cheer from Forgiven Sin
Luke 5:20 First Forgiveness, Then Healing
Luke 5:26 Strange Things
Luke 5:26, Strange Thing- Sermon Notes
Luke 5:31 Patients for the Great Physician
Luke 6:12 Special Protracted Prayer
Luke 6:12 The Preparatory Prayers of Christ
Luke 6:15 Zealots
Luke 6:32-34 The Heroic in Christianity
Luke 7:4-9 The Centurion—Or, an Exhortation to the Virtuous
Luke 7:6-8 The Centurion’s Faith and Humility
Luke 7:11-17 Young Man, Is This for You?
Luke 7:34 The Very Friend You Need
Luke 7:37-38 The Woman Which Was a Sinner
Luke 7:37, 38 Penitence, Pardon and Peace
Luke 7:38 Our Place—At Jesus’ Feet
Luke 7:38. At His Feet- Sermon Notes
Luke 7:41 Debtors and Debtors
Luke 7:41, 42 The Two Debtors
Luke 7:42 Bankrupt Debtors Discharged
Luke 7:42, 43 Love’s Competition
Luke 7:42. Love's Foremost - Sermon Notes
Luke 7:50 Saving Faith
Luke 7:50 A Gracious Dismissal
Luke 7:50 Go in Peace
Luke 8:4-8 The Parable of the Sower
Luke 8:5 The Seed by the Wayside
Luke 8:6 Lacking Moisture
Luke 8:12 Satan’s Punctuality, Power and Purpose
Luke 8:18 Heedful Hearing
Luke 8:28 Plain Words with the Careless
Luke 8:40 A Welcome for Jesus
Luke 8:40, A Welcome for Jesus - Sermon Notes
Luke 13:10-13 A Sabbath Miracle
Luke 13:11-13 Christ Loosens from Infirmities
Luke 13:24 Self-Delusion
Luke 13:24 The Strait Gate
Luke 13:30 Great Changes
Luke 13:33 Jerusalem the Guilty
Luke 14:17 All Things Are Ready, Come
Luke 14:18 A Bad Excuse Is Worse Than Nothing
Luke 14:20 A Straight Talk
Luke 14:23 Compel Them to Come In
Luke 14:22 More Room for More People
Luke 14:22 Yet There Is Room"
Luke 14:26 Characteristics of Christ's Disciples
Luke 14:28-30 Counting the Cost
Luke 14:31, 32 Consider Before You Fight
Luke 15:1 The Approachableness of Jesus
Luke 15:1, 2 Christ and His Hearers
Luke 15:2 An Appeal to Sinners
Luke 15:2 Open House for all Comers
Luke 15:4 “Until He Finds It”
Luke 15:4-6 Our Great Shepherd Finding the Sheep
Luke 15:4-6 The Good Shepherd in Three Positions- Sermon Notes
Luke 15:4-7 The Parable of the Lost Sheep
Luke 15:8-10 The Lost Silver Piece
Luke 15:10 A High Day in Heaven
Luke 15:10 The Sympathy of the Two Worlds
Luke 15:17 Number 1000 or Bread Enough and to Spare
Luke 15:17 The Prodigal’s Climax
Luke 15:20 Prodigal Love for the Prodigal Son
Luke 15:20 The Prodigal’s Reception
Luke 15:20 The Prodigal's Return
Luke 15:20 The Turning Point
Luke 15:20 He Ran, and He Ran
Luke 15:20, 21 A Program Never Carried Out
Luke 15:22, 23 The Reception of Sinners
Luke 16:2 The Last Sermon for the Year
Luke 16:2 The Sunday-School Teacher--A Steward
Luke 16:26 The Bridgeless Gulf
Luke 16:31 A Preacher from the Dead
Luke 17:5 Growth in Faith
Luke 17:5 The Necessity of Increased Faith
Luke 17:5 Increased Faith the Strength of Peace Principles
Luke 17:7-10 Our Service for Christ Never Finished
Luke 15:18
Luke 18:1
Luke 18:14
Luke 19:40
Luke 22:32
Luke 22:44
Luke 22:46
Luke 22:48
Luke 23:31
Luke 23:33
Luke 23:26
Luke 23:27
Luke 24:27
Luke 24:33,35
Luke 24:16
Luke 24:38
Luke 24:45

GEOFF THOMAS
Sermons on the Gospel of Luke
Alfred Place Baptist Church

- Luke 3:1 The word of God came to John
- Luke 3:2-14 The preaching of John the Baptist
- Luke 3:19-21 The baptism of Jesus
- Luke 3:21&22 How God loves His Son
- Luke 3:23-38 The family tree of the Lord Jesus Christ
- Luke 4:1&2 The Lord Jesus was tempted by the Devil
- Luke 4:1&2 The temptations of Christ in the desert
- Luke 4:31-37 Christ’s authority over evil spirits
- Luke 4:37-41 The healing Saviour
- Luke 4:42-44 The Praying Jesus Preaching the Good News of God’s Kingdom
- Luke 5:12-16 The healing of the leper
- Luke 5:17-26 Jesus Christ has the authority to forgive sins
- Luke 5:27-32 The conversion of a tax collector
- Luke 6:1-11 The Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath
Luke 6:12-16 Twelve Apostles are chosen
Luke 6:17-20 The sermon on the plain
Luke 6:21 The bliss of a starving soul
Luke 6:21 Blessed are you who weep now
Luke 6:22-26 The Bliss of Being Hated for Christ’s sake
Luke 6:43-45 The Lord Jesus proclaims the inability of man
Luke 6:47-49 The two builders
Luke 7:1-10 Humble faith greatly rewarded
Luke 7:11-17 Jesus raises the dead
Luke 7:17-23 Do we need another Christ?
Luke 7:24-35 No-one greater than John
Luke 7:36-50 Forgiven Much, Loved much
Luke 8:1 The Parable of the Sower
Luke 8:16-18 Let your light shine before men
Luke 8:19-21 Being loved as a mother or brother of the Lord Jesus
Luke 8:22-25 Are you a fair-weather Christian
Luke 8:40-42, 49-56 The Raising of Jairus’ Daughter
Luke 8:43-48 After Twelve Years Healed
Luke 9:1-9 The Commissioning of the Twelve
Luke 9:10-17 The Feeding of the 5,000
Luke 9:18-22 Who is Jesus?
Luke 9:23-24 The Terms of True Discipleship
Luke 9:26 The Son of Man coming again in His Glory
Luke 9:27-36 The Transfiguration of Christ (2)
Luke 9:46-48 True Greatness Displayed and Taught
Luke 9:49-50 Whoever is Not Against You is For You
Luke 9:51-56 Jesus was Ready, Resolute, Rejected and Rebuking
Luke 10:1-11 The Harvest is Plentiful, but the Workers are Few
Luke 10:12-16 The Fearful Danger of Rejecting Christ
Luke 10:17-20 Victory Over Satan
Luke 10:21 Our Rejoicing Lord
Luke 10:22 Knowing God through His Son
Luke 10:25-28 What to do to arial Eternal Life
Luke 23:1 Pilate Meets the Lord Jesus Christ
Luke 23:1-5 Jesus Affirms He is King of the Jews
Luke 23:6-12 Herod Meets Jesus
Luke 23:26 The Man Who Carried Jesus’ Cross
Luke 23:38 The Placard Above Christ’s Head
Luke 23:44-45 Darkness Came Over the Whole Land
Luke 23:44-45 When the Sun Stopped Shining and Why
Luke 23:45 The Veil of the Temple was Torn in Two
Luke 23:44-45 What the Darkness was Covering
Luke 23:46 Father into Thy hands I commend My Spirit
Luke 23:50-56 The Burial of the Lord Jesus Christ
Luke 24:1-8 Why do you look for the Living Among the Dead?
Luke 24:6-12 The Resurrection and Initial Bewilderment
Luke 24:13-23 The Crestfallen Disciples on the Road to Emmaus
Luke 24:25-31 The Road to Recovery
Luke 24:44-45 Opening the Scriptures and Opening the Understanding
Luke 24:50-53 The Ascension (2)
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